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Welcome to the 2015 World Finance Conference at Universidad del 
CEMA.
Your Conference’s activity is very much to UCEMA’s origins. Back in 
1978 we began as a small center dedicated to research in economics 
and finance.  Recognizing an important deficiency of human capital in 
the discipline, in 1991 we started the first Master in Finance program 
in Argentina. With time the program diversified to meet the demands 
of a growing, more sophisticated and globalized market. Currently, 
candidates choose between the orientations of Corporate Finance, 
Capital Markets and Law & Finance. More recently we incorporated 
the Ph.D. in Finance. So far we have graduated 1931 Masters and 11 
Ph.D's. All of our programs are accredited by the Argentine National 
Accreditation Agency.
The recent history of Argentina’s monetary and financial systems 
has been one of deep crisis. Its comprehension and solution present 
huge challenges for the professionals involved. We are pleased to 
have so many experts here today at this important event. Our hope 
is that your example, motivation and knowledge will help us advance 
in the difficult task of solving the Argentine macroeconomic puzzle.
It is a privilege to welcome you to our University. During the next 
three days our home will be your home. We’re honored to host the 
presentations and discussions of the numerous challenging papers 
that were rigorously selected for this event.
We have no doubt that the Conference will bear fruitful discussions 
for all participants.  Thank you for choosing us as your hosts. Wel-
come to Buenos Aires! We wish you a productive and enjoyable stay!

carlos rodriguez, Ph.D. President
edgardo Zablotsky, Ph.D. Vice president
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WELCOME ADDRESS 
 
JuLY 2015

Dear participants,  

Welcome to the World Finance Conference in Buenos Aires, Argentina! 

This year we received almost 800 submissions and we have around 300 aca-
demics from all over the world attending this fantastic event.

We are really pleased with the exponential growth of the World Finance Con-
ference during last years. We are always trying to improve, year after year, the 
quality of our events. The high level of submissions is the recognition of this 
excellent quality.

Like Keynote speaker we have two very famous professors of finance: Prof. 
Jay Ritter, Joseph Cordell Eminent Scholar from University of Florida, and 
Prof.  Pablo Fernandez, PricewaterhouseCoopers Chair of Corporate Finance 
Business School. 

We would like to thank many people who have contributed to the success of 
this conference. Those who served like reviewer, presenter, discussant and 
chair. Without your extraordinary help it would not have been possible to make 
an event with such quality in this beautiful city.

Thank you very much for your help and have a great conference!

João Paulo Vieito 
ChAIRMAN
World Finance conference
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We would like to welcome you all to our country, city and university.
While visiting Argentina you will have the chance to get to know a very 
curious country, and during your stay you will come to understand 
the meaning of curious. Argentina is well known for tango, football 
(soccer for our American colleagues) and polo, but we also have pro-
vided the world with five Nobel Laureates and more recently a Pope.
I had the chance of meeting many of you in past international events, 
and with others I have established contact when writing the invitation 
letters. In writing the letters and looking for papers to discuss, I was 
marveled at how truly worldwide the conference is. It has attracted 
academics from many different parts of the planet. I was also as-
tounded by the diversity of subjects and the depth and rigorousness 
of research shown in the accepted papers. Therefore, this should be 
a wonderful chance to meet academics from all over the world and to 
discuss the state of the arts of a discipline that groups us all.
As hosts, we want you to take full advantage of your visit, and we 
hope to have arranged everything so that your stay is both productive 
and entertaining. Someone once said, “At the end of the day the only 
thing we are left with is our memories.” We trust you will have plea-
sant memories of this trip.
Thanks for coming south, for giving us the chance to share with you 
our hospitality, and for sharing with us your research work. Please 
do enjoy Argentina, Buenos Aires and most of all, enjoy finance!

Dr. Jose P. Dapena
Director – Department of Finance
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SCIENTIFIC COMMITEE
(Alphabetical Order)

Almir ferreira de Sousa  
São Paulo University, Brazil  
Andrey Karolyi  
Cornell University, United States  
Anjan Thakor  
Washingthon University, United States 
Bhagwan Chowdhry 
Indian School of Business and University 
of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), 
United States 
Carlos P. Maquieira  
Universidad Santo Tomás, Chile 
Carlos Pombo 
Universidad de los Andes, Colombia  
Christian Wolff 
University of Luxembourg, Luxemburg 
Christopher Polk 
London School of Economics, United 
Kingdom  
Cynthia J. Campbell  
Iowa State University, United States  
david ding 
Massey University, New Zealand 
dilip K. Ghosh  
American University of Cairo, Egypt 
douglas T. Breeden 
Duke University, United States 
eduardo S. Schwartz  
University of California at Los Angeles 
(UCLA), Unites States 
fariborz Moshirian  
University of New South Wales, 
Australia 
finn Østrup  
Copenhagen Business School, Denmark  

franklin Allen  
The Wharton School, University of  
Pennsylvania, United States
Ghon rhee 
University of hawaii, United States 
Giorgio Valente  
City University of hong Kong, hong Kong  
Gonzalo Cortazar  
Pontificia Universidad Católica de 
Chile, Chile 
Guido Mantovani 
Ca´ Foscari University, Italy 
Harjoat Bhamra 
Emperial College of London, United 
Kingdom  
Henrik Cronqvist 
China Europe International Business 
School (CEIBS), China 
Hideaki Kato 
Nagoya University, Japan 
Huining Henry Cao 
Cheung Kong Graduate School of 
Business, China 
Ian Cooper 
London Business School, United Kingdom 
Ike Mathur  
Southern Illinois University, United 
States 
James r. lothian  
Fordham University, United States 
Jay ritter 
University of Florida, United States 
Jonathan Karpoff  
University of Washington, United States 
 

chairman:  
João Paulo Vieito 
Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo, Portugal
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SCIENTIFIC COMMITEE

Joseph P. H. fan  
Chinese University of hong Kong, hong Kong  
Julian franks  
London Business School, United 
Kingdom 
Jun - Koo Kang 
Nanyang Business School, Singapore  
lars Oxelheim  
Lund University, Sweden  
lloyd P. Blenman  
University of North Carolina-Charlotte, 
United States 
lorenzo Preve  
IAE Business School, Universidad 
Austral in Buenos Aires, Argentina  
Marcin Kacperczyk 
Imperial College of London, United 
Kingdom  
Michela Verardo 
London School of Economics, United 
Kingdom  
Michael Brennan  
University of California at Los Angeles  
(UCLA), United States 
Mohamed Ariff 
Bond University, Australia 
Mungo Wilson 
Saïd Business School – Oxford 
University, United Kingdom  
nicholas Apergis  
University of Piraeus, Greece 
Pablo fernandez 
IESE Business School, Spain 
 
 
 
 

Paul B. McGuinness  
Chinese University of hong Kong, 
hong Kong 
raman Uppal  
EDhEC Business School, United Kingdom  
ramo Gencay 
Simon Fraser University, Canada 
rené Garcia  
EDhEC Business School, France  
rené Stulz 
Ohio State University, United States 
richard Brealey 
London Business School, United 
Kingdom 
robert faff 
Queensland Business School, Australia  
ronald Masulis  
Australian School of Business, Autralia  
Sankar de  
Indian School Business, India  
Tarun ramadorai 
Saïd Business School – Oxford 
University, United Kingdom  
Tom Smith  
University of Queensland Business 
School, Australia  
Usha Mittoo  
University of Manitoba, Canada 
Wayne ferson 
University of Southern California, 
United States 
Yong H. Kim  
University of Cincinnati, United States  
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TIMeTABle 
JuLY 22 — 24

SeSSIOn deSCrIPTIOn dATe TIMe rOOM CHAIr
JUlY 22

0 Opening Session 22-07-2015 09:30-10:15 Auditorium

1 PhD TUTORIAL 22-07-2015 10.30/12.30 Auditorium José Dapena 

2 Asset Pricing 22-07-2015 10:30-12:00 Room 1 David A. Burnie

3 Portfolio Management and Perfor-
mance Evaluation 22-07-2015 10:30-12:00 Room 2 Lorenzo Preve

4 Banking and Financial Institutions 22-07-2015 10:30-12:00 Room 3 Shuh-Chyi Doong

5 Venture Capital and Private Equity 22-07-2015 10:30-12:00 Room 4 Francois Toerien

6 Merger and Acquisition 22-07-2015 10:30-12:00 Room 5 Zili Zhuang

7 Market Efficiency and Anomalies 22-07-2015 10:30-12:00 Room 6 Gergana Jostova

8 Behavioral Investments 22-07-2015 10:30-12:00 Room 7 David Nanigian 

9 Bond Pricing 22-07-2015 10:30-12:00 Room 8 Luc Paugam

10 Islamic Finance 22-07-2015 10:30-12:00 Room 9 Nazrul Islam

11 LUNCh 22-07-2015 12:00-13:30

12 Keynote Speaker: Prof. Pablo 
Fernandez 22-07-2015 13:30-14:15 Auditorium

13 IPO’s and SEO’s 22-07-2015 14:30-16:00 Room 1 Randolph Beatty

14 Behavioral Investments 22-07-2015 14:30-16:00 Room 2 Mingchao Cai

15 Emerging Markets and ADR’s 22-07-2015 14:30-16:00 Room 3 Plutarchos 
Sakellaris

16 Foreign Direct Investment 22-07-2015 14:30-16:00 Room 4 Alexander Guzman

17 Rick Measures and Asset Prices 22-07-2015 14:30-16:00 Room 5 Isabel Casas

18 Mutual Funds, Closed-End Funds, and 
ETFS 22-07-2015 14:30-16:00 Room 6 Lawrence 

Kryzanowski

19 Market Efficiency and Anomalies 22-07-2015 14:30-16:00 Room 7 Wolfgang Drobetz 

20 Rastanews Special Session - Bank-
ruptcy and Financial Distress 22-07-2015 14:30-16:00 Room 8 Jerry Cao

21 Capital Structure and Cost of Capital 22-07-2015 14:30-16:00 Room 9 Virginia Sarria 
Allende

22 COFFEE BREAK 22-07-2015 16:00-16:30

23 Asset Pricing 22-07-2015 16:30-18:00 Room 1 Juan Rojas 
Bohorquez
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TIMeTABle 
JuLY 22 — 24

24 Banking and Financial Institutions 22-07-2015 16:30-18:00 Room 2 Gongpil Choi

25 Behavioral Investments 22-07-2015 16:30-18:00 Room 3 Christopher 
Browning

26 Corporate Governance and Agency 22-07-2015 16:30-18:30 Room 4 harjeet Bhabra

27 Currency Markets and Exchange Rates 22-07-2015 16:30-18:00 Room 5 Tomas Cipra

28 Islamic Finance 22-07-2015 16:30-18:00 Room 6 Sadık Rıdvan 
Karluk

29 Market Efficiency and Anomalies 22-07-2015 16:30-18:30 Room 7 Ian Cooper

30 Risk Management 22-07-2015 16:30-18:00 Room 8 Qiji Zhu

31 Credit Default Swaps 22-07-2015 16:30-18:00 Room 9 Magdalena Grothe

GALA DINNER - LA CONFITERIA IDEAL

JUlY 23

32 Corporate Governance and Agency 23-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 1 Keng-Yu ho

33 Islamic Finance 23-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 2 Mario Di Filippo

34 CAPM and Portfolio Theory 23-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 3 Robert Faff

35 Merger and Acquisition 23-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 4 Jo Danbolt

36 Portfolio Management and Perfor-
mance Evaluation 23-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 5 Onur Arugaslan

37 Small Business Finance 23-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 6 Vldaimir Ivanov

38 Dividend and Payout Policy 23-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 7 Alireza Tourani-Rad

39 Depository Institutions 23-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 8 Jacob Bikker

40 Options 23-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 9 François 
Quittard-Pinon

41 Coffee Break 23-07-2015 10:30-11:00

42 Banking and Financial Institutions 23-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 1 Aristeidis Samitas

43 Corporate Finance 23-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 2 Kiridaran 
Kanagaretnam

44 Corporate Governance and Agency 23-07-2015 11:00-13:00 Room 3 David Michayluk

45 Market Efficiency and Anomalies 23-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 4 Thomas Chiang
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TIMeTABle 
JuLY 22 — 24

46 Foreign Direct Investment 23-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 5 Aboubaker Seddik 
Meziani

47 Asset Pricing 23-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 6 Wilko Bolt

48 Islamic Finance 23-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 7 Christodoulos 
Stefanadis

49 Risk Management 23-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 8 Alexandre Alles 
Rodrigues

50 Lunch 23-07-2015 12:30-14:00

51 Banking and Financial Institutions 23-07-2015 14:00-15:30 Room 1 Lenos Trigerogis

52 Asset Pricing 23-07-2015 14:00-15:30 Room 2 Athanasios 
Pantelous

53 Corporate Governance and Agency 23-07-2015 14:00-15:30 Room 3 Yenn-Ru Chen

54 Behavioral Investments 23-07-2015 14:00-15:30 Room 4 Raj Dhankar

55 Capital Structure and Cost of Capital 23-07-2015 14:00-15:30 Room 5 Takero Doi

56 Islamic Finance 23-07-2015 14:00-15:30 Room 6 Christian Wolff

57 Term Structure and Yield Curve 
Analysis 23-07-2015 14:00-15:30 Room 7 Bahattin 

Buyuksahin

58 Corporate Governance and Agency 23-07-2015 14:00-15:30 Room 8 Iraj Fooladi

59 Coffee Break 23-07-2015 15:30-16:00

60 Islamic Finance 23-07-2015 16:00-17h30 Room 1 Ansgar Belke

61 Portfolio Management and Perfor-
mance Evaluation 23-07-2015 16:00-17:30 Room 2 Jang Schiltz

62 Banking and Financial Institutions 23-07-2015 16:00-18:00 Room 3 Anya Kleymenova

63 Asset Pricing 23-07-2015 16:00-17:30 Room 4 Stavros Zenios

64 Corporate Finance 23-07-2015 16:00-18:00 Room 5 Ji-Chai Lin

65 Rick Measures and Asset Prices 23-07-2015 16:00-17:30 Room 6 Arnold Polanski

66 Corporate Finance II 23-07-2015 16:00-18:00 Room 7 Wenxuan hou

67 Investments 23-07-2015 16:00-17:30 Room 8 Yu-Chen Wei

Welcome recePtion Buenos Aires stocK eXcHAnge 
NOTE: Open to all the People

Keynote speaker: Prof. Jay r. ritter
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JUlY 24

68 Islamic Finance 24-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 1 Nils hakansson

69 Asset Pricing 24-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 2 hungchih Li

70 Banking and Financial Institutions 24-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 3 Felix Fuders

71 Corporate Finance 24-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 4 José Guedes

72 Corporate Governance and Agency 24-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 5 Amitabh Gupta

73 International Finance 24-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 6 Barbara Ulloa

74 Volatility 24-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 7 Daniel Bradley

75 Investments 24-07-2015 09:00-10:30 Room 8 Jimmy Yang 

76 Coffee Break 24-07-2015 10:30-11:00

77 Corporate Finance 24-07-2015 11:00-13:00 Room 1 Guido Max 
Mantovani

78 Islamic Finance 24-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 2 Mohamad Akram 
Laldin

79 Banking and Financial Institutions 24-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 3 Sean Cleary

80 Market Efficiency and Anomalies 24-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 4 Vaneesha Boney 
Dutra

81 Small Business Finance 24-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 5 Dmitry Shapiro 

82 Futures and Forwards 24-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 6 Lorenz Schneider

83 Corporate Finance II 24-07-2015 11:00-12:30 Room 7 Joel Barber

84 International Finance 24-07-2015 11:00-13:00 Room 8 Claudio Morana

TIMeTABle 
JuLY 22 — 24
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Pablo Fernández López's career 
at iese started in 1985. Today he 
is professor in the department of 
financial management and holder 
of iese's Pricewaterhousecoopers 
corporate Finance chair. he is also 
visiting professor at the Piura (Peru), 
inaLDe (colombia), iae (argentina), 
ieem (uruguay) and iPaDe (mexico) 
business schools. in addition, he 
carries out extensive consultancy work 
for numerous firms and banks. Prof. 
Fernández López was awarded his Ph.D. 
in business economics from harvard 
university.he also holds an m.b.a. 
from iese and a degree in industrial 
engineering from the university of 
navarra in san sebastian. before 
embarking on a career in academia, he 
was the financial analyst and financial 
coordinator of Pepsi cola for the south 
of europe (Portugal, spain, italy, Libya 
and malta) in spain, a position he also 
held in rome. among other important 
appointments, Prof. Pablo Fernandez 
López was a member of the jury that 
awarded the sixth aceca prize for 
outstanding articles on corporate 
accounts and administration (2000) and 
was also on the board of the mcKinsey 
best internet project award (2000). in 
2004, he received the iese award for 

outstanding research. earlier in his 
career he received the barra award 
for a project he undertook under the 
aegis of the institute for Quantitative 
investment research (inQuire) titled 
"convertible bonds in spain: a Different 
security" (1991). Prof. Pablo Fernandez 
López is a widely published author with 
an impressive list of book chapters, 
working and research papers, case 
studies, technical notes and journal 
articles on his curriculum. recent book 
chapters include "Valuation of brands 
and intellectual capital" in brand 
Valuation - concepts and applications 
(2005). in June 2006 he published 
the article "a new Formula for Value 
creation" in the prestigious Financial 
Times.

KeYnOTe SPeAKer JUlY 22, 13:30 — 14:15 
LOCATION: AUDITORIUM - UCEMA UNIVERSITY

Pablo fernández lópez 
IeSe Business School 
 
Ph.D. in business economics from harvard university
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LOCATION: BUENOS AIRES STOCK ExChANGE (5 minutes walking from UCEMA)

KeYnOTe SPeAKer JUlY 23, 19:00 — 21:30

since 1996, Jay r. ritter has served 
as the Joseph cordell eminent 
scholar in the Department of Finance 
at the university of Florida. he has 
previously taught at the university of 
Pennsylvania's Wharton school, the 
university of michigan, the university of 
illinois at urbana-champaign, and the 
massachusetts institute of Technology's 
sloan school of management. Prof. Jay 
r. ritter is best known for his articles 
concerning equity issuance, including 
"The Long-run Performance of initial 
Public offerings," which won the smith 
breeden award for the best article in 
the Journal of Finance during 1991, 
and “The marketing of seasoned equity 
offerings,” with Xiaohui Gao, which 
won the Jensen Prize for the best 
corporate finance article in the Journal 
of Financial economics in 2010. his 
paper with rongbing huang, “Testing 
Theories of capital structure and 
estimating the speed of adjustment,” 
won the Journal of Financial and 
Quantitative analysis sharpe award for 
the best article published in 2009, and 
his 2013 JFQa article “Where have all 
the iPos Gone?” with Xiaohui Gao and 
Zhongyan Zhu, won the sharpe award 
for 2013. he has served as a Director 
of the american Finance association, 

and is President of the Financial 
management association for 2014-
15. Prof. Jay r. ritter is an associate 
editor of numerous academic journals 
and has over 28,000 citations on Google 
scholar. he has also consulted on 
valuation and market manipulation 
cases, as well as securities issuance, 
and is frequently quoted in the financial 
press. he is a frequent visitor to 
europe, asia, and australia, and has 
taught short-course PhD classes in 
switzerland, hong Kong, Germany, 
Denmark, and belgium. ritter received 
his ba, ma, and PhD (1981) degrees 
in economics and finance from the 
university of chicago.

Jay r. ritter 
Joseph Cordell eminent Scholar 
University of florida

Ph.D. in economics and Finance from university of chicago
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______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
SeSSIOn: 2 • Asset Pricing  
room: 1 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 10:30-12:00 
chair: David a. burnie - Western michigan university (united states) 
 
Paper: Heterogeneous expectations and Financial equilibrium: comparative statics Analyses 
Authors:  
edwin neave - Queen’s university school of business (canada) 
Presenter: edwin neave - Queen´s university school of business (canada) 
discussant: syouching Lai - chang Jung christian university (Taiwan) 
 
Paper: Pricing and Hedging Variable Annuities in a lévy market a risk management Perspective 
Authors:  
François Quittard-Pinon - emLYon business school (France) 
abdou Kélani - emLYon business school (France) 
Presenter: François Quittard-Pinon - emLYon business school (France) 
discussant: Tomas cipra - charles university (czech republic) 
 
Paper: size and tails in Bank equity returns 
Authors:  
Luca Del Viva - esaDe business school (spain) 
eero Kasanen - aalto school of management (Finland) 
Lenos Trigerogis - universiy of cyprus (cyprus) 
Presenter: Lenos Trigerogis - university of cyprus (cyprus) 
discussant: aya nasreddine - université Paris ouest nanterre la Défense (France) 

SeSSIOn: 0 • oPenning session  
room: Auditorium • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 09:30-10:15 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
tutoriAl session 
 
open to all the PhD students 
 
SeSSIOn: 1 • PHD tutoriAl  
room: Auditorium • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 10:30-12:30 
chair: Jose P. Dapena - universidad del cema (argentina)

session cHAir

SPEAKERS

Ph.d. Jose P. dapena
MSc in Finance and Economics 
London School of Economics
Ph.D. Economics, UCEMA

German Coloma

Ph.D. in Economics, 
University of California Los 
Angeles 
 

Jorge Streb
 
Ph.D. in Economics, 
University of California at 
Berkeley
 

Mariana Conte Grand
 
Ph.D. in Economics, 
University of California 
Los Angeles 

editorial board - Journal of applied economics, elsevier (Jcr)
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SeSSIOn: 3 • PortFolio mAnAgement AnD PerFormAnce eVAluAtion  
room: 2 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 10:30-12:00 
chair: Lorenzo Preve - iae business school (argentina) 
 
Paper: is equity Home Bias Different From Foreign Bias? 
Authors:  
Lan cooper - London business school (united Kingdom) 
Piet sercu - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
rosanne Vanpée - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
Presenter: ian cooper - London business school (united Kingdom) 
discussant: aboubaker seddik meziani - montclair state university (united states) 
 
Paper: combining standard and Behavioral Portfolio theories: A Practical and intuitive Approach 
Authors:  
alexandre alles rodrigues - neoma business school (France) 
sébastien Lleo - neoma business school (France) 
Presenter: alexandre alles rodrigues - neoma business school (France) 
discussant: chulwoo han - Durham university (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: A performance evaluation of Weight-constrained conditioned Portfolio optimization 
Authors:  
marc boissaux - university of Luxembourg (Luxembourg) 
Jang schiltz - university of Luxembourg (Luxembourg) 
Presenter: Jang schiltz - university of Luxembourg (Luxembourg) 
discussant: mingchao cai - shanghai Jiaotong university (china) 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 4 • BAnKing AnD FinAnciAl institutions  
room: 3 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 10:30-12:00 
chair: shuh-chyi Doong - national chung hsing university (Taiwan) 
 
Paper: lenders on the storm of Wholesale Funding shocks: saved by the central Bank? 
Authors:  
Leo de haan - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
Jan van den end - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
Philip Vermeulen - european central bank (Germany) 
Presenter: Leo de haan - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
discussant: marcus Pramor - Deutsche bundesbank (Germany) 
 
Paper: Bankruptcy Prediction for u.s. Banks 
Authors:  
sean cleary - Queen’s university (canada) 
Greg hebb - Dalhousie university (canada) 
Presenter: sean cleary - Queen´s university (canada) 
discussant: Plutarchos sakellaris - athens university of economics and business (Greece) 
 
Paper: A regional repo market initiative for global Financial stability 
Authors:  
Gongpil choi - Korea institute of Finance (south Korea) 
Presenter: Gongpil choi - Korea institute of Finance (south Korea) 
discussant: David sun - Kainan university (Taiwan) 
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SeSSIOn: 5 • Venture cAPitAl AnD PriVAte equity  
room: 4 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 10:30-12:00 
chair: Francois Toerien - university of cape Town (south africa) 
 
Paper: Venture capital: Perspectives on entrepreneur, entrepreneur ship and spin-offs. 
Authors:  
elton eustáquio casagrande - são Paulo state university (brazil) 
Fabíola spiandorello - são Paulo state university innovation agency (brazil) 
rita costaya - são Paulo state university innovation agency (brazil) 
Presenter: elton eustáquio casagrande - são Paulo state university (brazil) 
discussant: alexander Groh - emLYon business school (France) 
 
Paper: Do russian science cities and special economic Zones correspond to their scope 
Authors:  
alexander borochkin - Lobachevsky state university (russia) 
Presenter: alexander borochkin - Lobachevsky state university (russia) 
discussant: Karen Lima - Fundação santo andré (brazil) 
 
Paper: the role of multilateral Development Banks in the emergence and Development of Venture capital 
Authors:  
carolina Dams - iae business school (argentina) 
Virginia sarria-allende - iae business school (argentina) 
maría José murcia - iae business school (argentina) 
cynthia Danove - London business school (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: carolina Dams - iae business school (argentina) 
discussant: Paulo blaser - blaser consultoria empresarial Ltd. (brazil) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 6 • merger AnD Acquisition  
room: 5 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 10:30-12:00 
chair: Zili Zhuang - The chinese university of hong Kong (hong Kong) 
 
Paper: Abnormal returns from takeover Prediction modelling: challenges and suggested strategies 
Authors:  
Jo Danbolt - university of edinburgh (united Kingdom) 
antonios siganos - university of Glasgow (united Kingdom) 
abongeh Tunyi - Liverpool hope university (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: Jo Danbolt - university of edinburgh (united Kingdom) 
discussant: margarita Kazakakou - universidad de monterrey (mexico) 
 
Paper: the role of top-tier Advisors in mergers and Acquisitions: some unpuzzling evidence 
Authors:  
Jose Faias - catolica Lisbon school of business and economics (Portugal) 
Presenter: Jose Faias - catolica Lisbon school of business and economics (Portugal) 
discussant: Karyn neuhauser - Lamar university (united states) 
 
Paper: Do Bidding Firms overpay for their targets? A new evidence from european 
Authors:  
miroslav mateev - american university in bulgaria (bulgaria) 
Kristiyan andonov - Protrade mega Group Ltd. (bulgaria) 
Presenter: miroslav mateev - american university in bulgaria (bulgaria) 
discussant: harjeet bhabra - concordia university (canada) 
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WOrldFinanceCOnferenCebuenos aires '15

SeSSIOn: 7 • mArKet eFFiciency AnD AnomAlies  
room: 6 -• Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 10:30-12:00 
chair: Gergana Jostova - George Washington university (united states) 
 
Paper: time series momentum and Volatility scaling 
Authors:  
abby Kim - u.s. securities and exchane commission (united states) 
Yiuman Tse - university of missouri-st. Louis (united states) 
John Wald - university of Texas, san antonio (united states) 
Presenter: Yiuman Tse - university of missouri - st. Louis (united states) 
discussant: Thiago souza - university of southern Denmark (Denmark) 
 
Paper: Analysts’ Forecast Bias and the mispricing of High credit risk stocks 
Authors:  
mark Grinblatt – university of california at Los angels -ucLa (united states) 
Gergana Jostova - George Washington university (united states) 
alexander Philipov - George mason university (united states) 
Presenter: Gergana Jostova - George Washington university (united states) 
discussant: James Yae - university of houston (united states) 
 
Paper: equilibrium Bid-Ask spread of european Derivatives in Dry markets 
Authors:  
João amaro de matos - nova school of business and economics and Fundacao Getulio Vargas (Portugal) 
ana Lacerda - Portuguese Permanent representation to the eu (belgium) 
marko Petrov - nova school of business and university of amsterdam (uva) (netherlands) 
Presenter: marko Petrov - nova school of business and university of amsterdam (uva) (netherlands) 
discussant: Qiji Zhu - Western michigan university (united states) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 8 • BeHAViorAl inVestments  
room: 7 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 10:30-12:00 
chair: David nanigian - The american college (united states) 
 
Paper: the investor in structured retail Products: marketing Driven or gambling oriented? 
Authors:  
margarida abreu - uece and iseG (Portugal) 
Victor mendes - cmVm and ceFaGe-ue (Portugal) 
Presenter: Victor mendes - cmVm and ceFaGe-ue (Portugal) 
discussant: David nanigian - The american college (united states) 
 
Paper: religiosity and risk-taking in international Banking 
Authors:  
Kiridaran Kanagaretnam - York university (canada) 
Gerald Lobo - university of houston (united states) 
Dennis Whalen - otterbein university (united states) 
chong Wang - university of Kentucky (united states) 
Presenter: Kiridaran Kanagaretnam - York university (canada) 
discussant: Keith Godfrey - The university of Western australia (australia) 
 
Paper: taming momentum crashes: A simple stop-loss strategy 
Authors:  
Yufeng han - university of colorado Denver (united states) 
Guofu Zhou - Washington university in st. Louis (united states) 
Yingzi Zhu - Tsinghua university (china) 
Presenter: Yufeng han - university of colorado Denver (united states) 
discussant: Pawel maryniak - Wroclaw university of economics (Poland) 
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WOrldFinanceCOnferenCe

SeSSIOn: 9 • BonD Pricing  
room: 8 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 10:30-12:00 
chair: Luc Paugam - essec business school (France) 
 
Paper: generation of scenarios for the interest rates under the Arbitrage Free Dynamic nelson-siegelmodel 
Authors:  
Victoria Galano - ece Paris Graduate school of engineering (France) 
stéphane Dang-nguyen - alef-servizi spa, Viale regina margherita (italy) 
Yves rakotondratsimba - ece Paris Graduate school of engineering (France) 
Presenter: Yves rakotondratsimba - ece Graduate school of engineering (France) 
discussant: Gyorgy Varga - Fce (brazil) 
 
Paper: credit spread Decomposition: A regime shift Approach 
Authors:  
Jan sandoval suárez - universidad nacional de ingeniería (Peru) 
Presenter: Jan sandoval suárez - universidad nacional de ingeniería (Peru) 
discussant: barbara ulloa - central bank of chile (chile) 
 
Paper: inflation Forecasts: Are market-Based and survey-Based meeasures informative? 
Authors:  
magdalena Grothe - european central bank (Germany) 
aidan meyler - european central bank (Germany) 
Presenter: magdalena Grothe - european central bank (Germany) 
discussant: Wen Wang - nankai university (china) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 10 • islAmic FinAnce  
room: 9 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 10:30-12:00 
chair: nazrul islam - united nations (united states) 
 
Paper: Framing, risky choice & cognitive Ability 
Authors:  
michael Guillemette - university of missouri (united states) 
christopher browning - Texas Tech university (united states) 
Patrick Payne - Texas Tech university (united states) 
Presenter: christopher browning - Texas Tech university (united states) 
discussant: smadar siev - carmel academic center & university of haifa (israel) 
 
Paper: Does Financial Development Promote innovation in Developing economies? An empirical Analysis 
Authors:  
maria aristizabal-ramirez - universidad eaFiT (colombia) 
maria camila botero-Franco - universidad eaFiT (colombia) 
Gustavo canavire-bacarreza - universidad eaFiT (colombia) 
Presenter: maria aristizabal-ramirez - universidad eaFiT (colombia) 
discussant: santiago barraza - unicen / u. of argentina (argentina) 
 
Paper: cash Versus card: the role of Budget control 
Authors:  
nicole Jonker - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
anneke Kosse - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
Lola hernandez - Dutch central bank / De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
Presenter: Lola hernandez - Dutch central bank / De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
discussant: ansgar belke - university of Duisburg-essen (Germany) 
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WOrldFinanceCOnferenCebuenos aires '15

SeSSIOn: 11 • luncH  
Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 12:00-13:30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 12 • Keynote sPeAKer  
room: Auditorium • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 13:30-14:15 
 
 

 

Pablo fernandez 
 
Pricewaterhousecoopers corporate Finance chair  
iese business school 
Ph.D. in business economics from harvard university 
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WOrldFinanceCOnferenCe

SeSSIOn: 13 • iPo’s AnD seo’s  
room: 1 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 14:30-16:00 
chair: randolph beatty - university of southern california (united states) 
 
Paper: the market for “lemons”: A study of quality uncertainty and the market mechanism for chinese 
Firms listed in the us 
Authors:  
randolph beatty - university of southern california (united states) 
hai Lu - university of Toronto (canada) 
Wei Luo - Peking university (china) 
Presenter: randolph beatty - university of southern california (united states) 
discussant: astrid salzmann - rWTh aachen university (Germany) 
 
Paper: convertible Bond Announcement effects: Why is Japan Different? 
Authors:  
marie Dutordoir - The university of manchester (united Kingdom) 
hui Li - university of Glasgow (united Kingdom) 
hong Liu - university of Glasgow (united Kingdom) 
Patrick Verwijmeren - erasmus university rotterdam (netherlands) 
Presenter: hui Li - university of Glasgow (united Kingdom) 
discussant: ekaterina Damianova - Durham business school (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: How does iPo underwriting influence the Post-iPo earnings Forecasts by Affiliated Analysts? 
evidence from a chinese natural experiment. 
Authors:  
Weidong Xu - K.u. Leuven (belgium) 
Presenter: Weidong Xu - K.u. Leuven (belgium) 
discussant: natalya Khimich - Drexel university (united states) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
SeSSIOn: 14 • BeHAViorAl inVestments  
room: 2 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 14:30-16:00 
chair: mingchao cai - shanghai Jiaotong university (china) 
 
Paper: Financial literacy in southern Brazil: modeling and invariance Between genders 
Authors:  
ani caroline Grigion Potrich - Federal university of santa maria (brazil) 
Kelmara mendes Vieira - Federal university of santa maria (brazil) 
Daniel arruda coronel - Federal university of santa maria (brazil) 
reisoli bender Filho - Federal university of santa maria (brazil) 
Presenter: ani caroline Grigion Potrich - Federal university of santa maria (brazil) 
discussant: roxanne andrew - university of Johannesburg (south africa) 
 
Paper: Decision making, Financial risk Aversion and Behavioral Biases: the role of testosterone and 
stress 
Authors:  
John nofsinger - university of alaska anchorage (united states) 
Fernando Patterson - university of Texas-Pan american (united states) 
robert Daigler - Florida international university (united states) 
Presenter: robert Daigler - Florida international university (united states) 
discussant: alina Gómez mejía - Pontificia universidad Javeriana cali (colombia) 
 
Paper: the influence of market states on investment strategies: evidence from indian stock market 
Authors:  
raj s. Dhankar - ansal university (india) 
supriya maheshwari - university of Delhi (india) 
Presenter: raj s. Dhankar - ansal university (india) 
discussant: Jéssica Pulino campara - universidade Federal de santa maria (brazil) 
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WOrldFinanceCOnferenCebuenos aires '15

SeSSIOn: 15 • emerging mArKets AnD ADr’s  
room: 3 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 14:30-16:00 
chair: Plutarchos sakellaris - athens university of economics and business (Greece) 
 
Paper: examining spillover between us and Brazilian equity markets around the 2008 Financial crisis 
Authors:  
Vaneesha boney Dutra - university of Denver (united states) 
hany Guirguis - manhattan college (united states) 
marcelo moura - institute of education and research (insper) (brazil) 
Presenter: Vaneesha boney Dutra - university of Denver (united states) 
discussant: Prabhakar r. Patil - securities and exchange board of india (india) 
 
Paper: An empirical investigation of stock returns and economic Fundamentals in an emerging market 
Authors:  
Thomas chiang - Drexel university (united states) 
Presenter: Thomas chiang - Drexel university (united states) 
discussant: charles Fang cheng - united nations industrial Development organization (austria) 
 
Paper: identifying Booms and Busts in House Prices under Heterogeneous expectations 
Authors:  
Wilko bolt - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
maria Demertzis - european commission (belgium) 
cees Diks - university of amsterdam (netherlands) 
cars hommes - university of amsterdam (netherlands) 
marco van der Leij - university of amsterdam (netherlands) 
Presenter: Wilko bolt - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
discussant: edwin neave - Queen´s university school of business (canada) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 16 • Foreign Direct inVestment  
room: 4 -Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 14:30-16:00 
chair: alexander Guzman - cesa school of business (colombia) 
 
Paper: the economic effects of Foreign Bank entry on the egyptian Banking system: empirical Analysis 
Authors:  
Ghada Waheed ismail - World bank (egypt) 
hala elsaid - cairo university (egypt) 
nagwa samak - cairo university (egypt) 
Presenter: hala elsaid - cairo university (egypt) 
discussant: resul aydemir - istanbul Technical university (Turkey) 
 
Paper: investor Protection and Firm Performance: evidence from china’s cross-Border mergers and 
Acquisitions 
Authors:  
Xiuping hua - nottingham university business school china (china) 
Presenter: Xiuping hua - nottingham university business school china (china) 
discussant: miroslav mateev - american university in bulgaria (bulgaria) 
 
Paper: illiquidity Dynamics of newly listed stocks: evidence from Foreign iPos in the us 
Authors:  
Jonathan Jona - university of melbourne (australia) 
chiara banti - essex business school, university of essex (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: Jonathan Jona - university of melbourne (australia) 
discussant: Tonn Talpsepp - Tallinn university of Technology (estonia) 
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WOrldFinanceCOnferenCe

SeSSIOn: 17 • ricK meAsures AnD Asset Prices  
room: 5 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 14:30-16:00 
chair: isabel casas - The university of southern Denmark (Denmark) 
 
Paper: the control of model Price Acceptability under the univariate Vasicek model 
Authors:  
stéphane Dang-nguyen - alef-servizi spa (italy) 
Yves rakotondratsimba - ece Paris Graduate school of engineering (France) 
Presenter: stéphane Dang-nguyen – alef-servizi spa (italy) 
discussant: Ghulam sorwar - university of salford (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: influence in commodity markets 
Authors:  
Viviana Fernandez - universidad adolfo ibañez (chile) 
Presenter: Viviana Fernandez - universidad adolfo ibáñez (chile) 
discussant: henning schroeder - hamburg university (Germany) 
 
Paper: telling tales from the tails: A new Framework to examining tail interdependence 
Authors:  
arnold Polanski - university of east anglia (united Kingdom) 
evarist stoja - university of bristol (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: arnold Polanski - university of east anglia (united Kingdom) 
discussant: marcela sanchez - universidad de monterrey (mexico) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 18 • mutuAl FunDs, closeD-enD FunDs, AnD etFs  
room: 6 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 14:30-16:00 
chair: Lawrence Kryzanowski - concordia university (canada) 
 
Paper: redemption Fees: reward for Punishment 
Authors:  
michael Finke - Texas Tech university (united states) 
David nanigian - The american college (united states) 
William Waller - university of north carolina at chapel hill (united states) 
Presenter: David nanigian - The american college (united states) 
discussant: Jerchern Lin – state university new York buffalo (united states) 
 
Paper: mutual Funds Activity and Performance: churn rate versus Active share 
Authors:  
adalto acir althaus Junior - Getulio Vargas Foundation - FGV (brazil) 
Pedro Luiz albertin bono milan - Getulio Vargas Foundation - FGV (brazil) 
William eid Junior - Getulio Vargas Foundation - Getulio Vargas Foundation - FGV (brazil) 
Presenter: Pedro Luiz albertin bono milan - Getulio Vargas Foundation - FGV (brazil) 
discussant: Yufeng han - university of colorado Denver (united states) 
 
Paper: Does uncertainty about a closed-end Fund’s Holdings lead to a Discount? 
Authors:  
anas aboulamer - concordia university (canada) 
Lawrence Kryzanowski - concordia university (canada) 
Presenter: Lawrence Kryzanowski - concordia university (canada) 
discussant: stephane Dubreuille - neoma business school (France) 
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WOrldFinanceCOnferenCebuenos aires '15

SeSSIOn: 19 • mArKet eFFiciency AnD AnomAlies  
room: 7 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 14:30-16:00 
chair: Wolfgang Drobetz - university of hamburg (Germany) 
 
Paper: Why We need a World exchange and World custodian 
Authors:  
nils hakansson - university of california, berkeley (united states) 
Presenter: nils hakansson - university of california, berkeley (united states) 
discussant: Gongpil choi - Korea institute of Finance (south Korea) 
 
Paper: Financialization of metal commodity markets: Does Futures trading influence spot Prices and 
Volatility? 
Authors:  
herbert mayer - university of augsburg (Germany) 
andreas rathgeber - university of augsburg (Germany) 
markus Wanner - university of augsburg (Germany) 
Presenter: herbert mayer - university of augsburg (Germany) 
discussant: Kapil Gupta - Punjab Technical university (india) 
 
Paper: Discount rates, market Frictions and the mystery of the size Premium 
Authors:  
Thiago oliveira souza - university of southern Denmark (Denmark) 
Presenter: Thiago oliveira souza - university of southern Denmark (Denmark) 
discussant: magdalena Grothe - european central bank (Germany) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 20 • rAstAneWs sPeciAl session - BAnKruPtcy AnD FinAnciAl Distress  
room: 8 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 14:30-16:00 
chair: Jerry cao - singapore management university (singapore) 
 
Paper: recovery measures of underfunded Pension Funds: contribution increase, no indexation, or Pen-
sion cut? 
Authors:  
Leo de haan - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
Presenter: Leo de haan - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
discussant: Laurence booth - university of Toronto (canada) 
 
Paper: it Ain´t over till it´s over: great 4 in the Way it All Began 
Authors:  
claudio morana - universtà di milano bicocca (italy) 
Fabio bagliano - università di Torin (italy) 
Presenter: claudio morana - universtà di milano bicocca (italy) 
discussant: nikolaos Karampatsas - university of surrey (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: Bank Bailouts in europe 2007-2013: What characterises Banks Before and After rescue? 
Authors:  
maria Gerhardt - Ghent university (belgium) 
rudi Vander Vennet - Ghent university (belgium) 
Presenter: maria Gerhardt - Ghent university (belgium) 
discussant: sean cleary - Queen´s university (canada) 
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SeSSIOn: 21 • cAPitAl structure AnD cost oF cAPitAl  
room: 9 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 14:30-16:00 
chair: Virginia sarria-allende - iae business school (argentina) 
 
Paper: sector and sequence 
Authors:  
Devrim Yaman - Western michigan university (united states) 
Presenter: Devrim Yaman - Western michigan university (united states) 
discussant: alireza Tourani-rad - auT (new Zealand) 
 
Paper: employment Protection legislation and corporate Financing Decisions 
Authors:  
Yannick Van Landuyt - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
nico Dewaelheyns - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
cynthia Van hulle - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
Presenter: Yannick Van Landuyt - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
discussant: Pamela amado Tristão - uFsm (brazil) 
 
Paper: incidence of corporate income tax and optimal capital structure: A Dynamic Analysis 
Authors:  
Takero Doi - Keio university (Japan) 
Presenter: Takero Doi - Keio university (Japan) 
discussant: ian cooper - London business school (united Kingdom) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 22 • coFFee BreAK  
room: Auditorium • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 16:00-16:30 
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WOrldFinanceCOnferenCebuenos aires '15

SeSSIOn: 23 • Asset Pricing  
room: 1 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 16:30-18:00 
chair: Juan rojas bohorquez - banco de la republica (colombia) 
 
Paper: stock Price informativeness and output growth: some evidence from emerging economies 
Authors:  
Fang chin cheng - united nations industrial Development organization (austria) 
Ferdinand akthar Gul - monash university (australia) 
Presenter: Fang chin cheng - united nations industrial Development organization (austria) 
discussant: Victor mendes - ceFaGe-ue (Portugal) 
 
Paper: Pricing of guarantee options in Defined contributions Pension Plans 
Authors:  
andrea consiglio - university of Palermo (italy) 
michele Tumminello - university of Palermo (italy) 
stavros Zenios - university of cyprus (cyprus) 
Presenter: stavros Zenios - university of cyprus (cyprus) 
discussant: athanasios Pantelous - university of Liverpool (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: real options: An Alternative Valuation model for reits empirical evidence from the us market 
Authors:  
stephane Dubreuille - neoma business school (France) 
Lara hinton - hinton Partners (France) 
Presenter: stephane Dubreuille - neoma business school (France) 
discussant: Tristan-Pierre maury - eDhec business school (France) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 24 • BAnKing AnD FinAnciAl institutions  
room: 2 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 16:30-18:00 
chair: Gongpil choi - Korea institute of Finance (south Korea) 
 
Paper: opness and Banking sector Development in Africa: A re-examination of simultaneous oppness 
Hypothesis using Dynamic gmm in a Panel of Forty six African countries 
Authors:  
Zubairu Tajo abdallah - Kaduna state university (niger) 
sani hussaini Gimi - nuhu bamalli Polytechnic (niger) 
abubakar abdullahi - Kaduna state university (niger) 
Presenter: Zubairu Tajo abdallah - Kaduna state university (niger) 
discussant: Daniel makina - university of south africa (south africa) 
 
Paper: consequences of mandated Bank liquidity Disclosures 
Authors:  
anya Kleymenova - university of chicago booth school of business (united states) 
Presenter: anya Kleymenova - university of chicago booth school of business (united states) 
discussant: Lola hernandez - Dutch central bank/ nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
 
Paper: is collaborative Activism effective ? 
Authors:  
Jerchern Lin - The state university of new York (united states) 
Yun Ling - university of southern california (united states) 
Presenter: Jerchern Lin - The state university of new York (united states) 
discussant: Jo Danbolt - university of edinburgh (united Kingdom) 
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SeSSIOn: 25 • BeHAViorAl inVestments  
room: 3 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 16:30-18:00 
chair: christopher browning - Texas Tech university (united states) 
 
Paper: the learning Process of stock trading Decisons: An eeg Analysis 
Authors:  
João Paulo Vieito - school of business studies, Polytechnic institute of Viana do castelo (Portugal) 
armando F. rocha - neuroscience researcher at rani (brazil) 
Fabio rocha - neuroscience researcher at rani and Fei (brazil) 
Presenter: João Paulo Vieito - school of business studies, Polytechnic institute of Viana do castelo (Portugal) 
discussant: henrik cronqvist - ceibs (china) 
 
Paper: the Pr Premium 
Authors:  
smadar siev - carmel academic center (israel) 
Presenter: smadar siev - carmel academic center & university of haifa (israel) 
discussant: David a. burnie - Western michigan university (united states) 
 
Paper: the Brilliant mind of investors 
Authors:  
Tarvo Vaarmets - Tallinn university of Technology (estonia) 
Kristjan Liivamägi - Tallinn university of Technology (estonia) 
Tõnn Talpsepp - Tallinn university of Technology (estonia) 
Presenter: Tarvo Vaarmets - Tallinn university of Technology (estonia) 
discussant: nils hakansson - university of california (united states) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 26 • corPorAte goVernAnce AnD Agency  
room: 4 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 16:30-18:30 
chair: harjeet bhabra - concordia university (canada) 
 
Paper: the role of multiple large shareholders in the choice of Debt source 
Authors:  
sabri boubaker - Groupe esc Troyes (France) 
Wael rouatbi - iPaG business school and université Paris est (France) 
Walid saffar - The hong Kong Polytechnic university (hong Kong) 
Presenter: sabri boubaker - Groupe esc Troyes (France) 
discussant: David michayluk - university of Technology sydney (australia) 
 
Paper: institutional investors and Firm Valuation: evidence from latin America 
Authors:  
carlos Pombo - universidad de los andes (colombia) 
maria moncaleano - universidade de Los andes (colombia) 
Presenter: maria moncaleano - universidade de Los andes (colombia) 
discussant: iraj Fooladi - Dalhousie university (canada) 
 
Paper: ownership structure and liquidity 
Authors:  
onur arugaslan - Western michigan university (united states) 
Presenter: onur arugaslan - Western michigan university (united states) 
discussant: mD hamid uddin - university of sharjah (united arab emirates) 
 
Paper: Do executives Have Free rider Problem-evidence from executive compensation 
Authors:  
Yamin Xie - hanken school of economics (Finland) 
Presenter: Yamin Xie - hanken school of economics (Finland) 
discussant: ivan major - mTa KrTK (hungary) 
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SeSSIOn: 27 • currency mArKets AnD eXcHAnge rAtes  
room: 5 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 16:30-18:00 
chair: Tomas cipra - charles university (czech republic) 
 
Paper: the european twin sovereign Debt and Banking crises 
Authors:  
beniamino moro - university of cagliari (italy) 
Presenter: beniamino moro - university of cagliari (italy) 
discussant: sung bae - bowling Green state university (united states) 
 
Paper: Volatility spillovers and Dynamic correlations Among Foreign exchange and Bond markets of the 
emerging economies 
Authors:  
resul aydemir - istanbul Technical university (Turkey) 
bulent Guloglu - istanbul Technical university (Turkey) 
ercan saridogan - istanbul university (Turkey) 
Presenter: resul aydemir - istanbul Technical university (Turkey) 
discussant: beniamino moro - university of cagliari (italy) 
 
Paper: management of exchange rate exposure with Hedging Activities: new Approach and evidence 
Authors:  
sung bae - bowling Green state university (united states) 
Taek ho Kwon - chungnam national university (south Korea) 
rae soo Park - sookmyung Women’s university (south Korea) 
Presenter: sung bae - bowling Green state university (united states) 
discussant: Lorenzo Preve - iae business school (argentina) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 28 • islAmic FinAnce  
room: 6 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 16:30-18:00 
chair: sadık rıdvan Karluk - Turgut ozal university (Turkey) 
 
Paper: Proposal for the Dubai World islamic Finance Arbitration centre and Jurisprudence office 
Authors:  
camille Paldi - FaaiF (united arab emirates) 
Presenter: camille Paldi - FaaiF (united arab emirates) 
discussant: christodoulos stefanadis - university of Piraeus research center (Greece) 
 
Paper: interactions in connected money markets collateralized vs unsecured Funding 
Authors:  
mario di Filippo - banque de France (France) 
alejandro bernales - university of chile (chile) 
Presenter: mario di Filippo - banque de France (France) 
discussant: svatopluk Kapounek - mendel university in brno (czech republic) 
 
Paper: the new Audit report seen through the Prism of the ceretified Auditors – research in the repub-
lic of macedonia 
Authors:  
Zorica bozhinovska Lazarevska - university ss cyril and methodius (macedonia) 
marina Trpeska - university ss cyril and methodius (macedonia) 
Presenter: Zorica bozhinovska Lazarevska - university ss cyril and methodius (macedonia) 
discussant: Xiang Deng - sichuan university (china) 
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SeSSIOn: 29 • mArKet eFFiciency AnD AnomAlies  
room: 7 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 16:30-18:30 
chair: ian cooper - London business school (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: Does corporate governance still Affect Firm Performance After controlling for Distress Factor? 
Authors:  
syouching Lai - Department of accounting and information systems, chang Jung christian university (Taiwan) 
hungchih Li - Graduate institute of Finance and banking, national cheng Kung university (Taiwan) 
bin Li - Department of accounting, Finance and economics, Griffith university (australia) 
Presenter: hungchih Li - Graduate institute of Finance and banking, national cheng Kung university (Taiwan) 
discussant: Gergana Jostova - George Washington university (united states) 
 
Paper: effect of Business and Financial market cycles on credit ratings: evidence from the two last Decades 
Authors:  
Geraldo Lobo - university of houston - bauer college of business (united states) 
Luc Paugam - essec business school (France) 
hervé stolowy - hec Paris (France) 
Pierre astolfi - university Paris-est créteil (France) 
Presenter: Luc Paugam - essec business school (France) 
discussant: José Guedes - católica Lisbon school of business & economics (Portugal) 
 
Paper: the effect of High Frequency market making on option market liquidity 
Authors:  
suchi mishra - Florida international university (united states) 
robert Daigler - Florida international university (united states) 
richard holowczak - baruch college, cunY (united states) 
Presenter: robert Daigler - Florida international university (united states) 
discussant: Geoffrey Tombeur - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
 
Paper: leverage, Beta estimation, and the size effect 
Authors:  
Wolfgang Drobetz - university of hamburg (Germany) 
iwan meier - hec montreal (canada) 
Jörg seidel - university of hamburg (Germany) 
Presenter: Wolfgang Drobetz - university of hamburg (Germany) 
discussant: Jose Faias - universidade catolica Portuguesa (Portugal) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 30 • risK mAnAgement  
room: 8 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 16:30-18:00 
chair: Qiji Zhu - Western michigan university (united states) 
 
Paper: the effect of Hedging on Firm Value and Performance: evidence from the non-financial uK Firms 
Authors:  
hany ahmed - university of hull (united Kingdom) 
alcino azevedo - university of hull (united Kingdom) 
Yilmaz Guney - university of hull (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: Yilmaz Guney - university of hull (united Kingdom) 
discussant: John Wingender - creighton university (united states) 
 
Paper: From the samuelson Volatility effect to a samuelson correlation effect 
Authors:  
Lorenz schneider - emLYon business school (France) 
bertrand Tavin - emLYon business school (France) 
Presenter: Lorenz schneider - emLYon business school (France) 
discussant: marko Petrov - university of amsterdam and universidade nova de Lisboa (netherlands) 
 
Paper: Does country Background risk matter to sovereign Wealth Fund’s strategic Asset Allocation 
Authors:  
mingchao cai - shanghai Jiaotong university (china) 
Presenter: mingchao cai - shanghai Jiaotong university (china) 
discussant: claudio morana - universtà di milano bicocca (italy) 
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SeSSIOn: 31 • creDit DeFAult sWAPs  
room: 9 • Date: 2015-07-22 • time: 16:30-18:00 
chair: magdalena Grothe - european central bank (Germany) 
 
Paper: credit Default swaps, central counter Parties and systemic risk 
Authors:  
Petr Teply - charles university (czech republic) 
Libena cernohorska - university of Pardubice (czech republic) 
Jan cernohorsky - university of Pardubice (czech republic) 
Presenter: Petr Teply - charles university (czech republic) 
discussant: Yann braouezec - ieseG school of management (France) 
 
Paper: What Drives corporate cDs spreads? comparison Across us, uK and eurozone markets 
Authors:  
John Pereira - Kingston univesity (united Kingdom) 
Ghulam sorwar - university of salford (united Kingdom) 
mohamed nurullah - Kingston university (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: Ghulam sorwar - university of salford (united Kingdom) 
discussant: Joel barber - Florida international university (united states) 
 
Paper: Analysis of cDs correlation Pre and During-european Debt crisis Based on a new Var-garch model 
with ssAePD margins 
Authors:  
Wen Wang - nankai university (china) 
Jiayi Zhu - Yale university (united states) 
Liuling Li - nankai university (china) 
bruce mizrach - rutgers university (united states) 
Presenter: Wen Wang - nankai university (china) 
discussant: Timo baas - university of Duisburg-essen (Germany) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 32 • corPorAte goVernAnce AnD Agency  
room: 1 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: Keng-Yu ho - national Taiwan university (Taiwan) 
 
Paper: government ownership and Venture Performance: evidence from china 
Authors:  
Jerry cao - singapore management university (singapore) 
mark humphery-Jenner - university of new south Wales (australia) 
Jo-ann suchard - university of new south Wales (australia) 
Presenter: Jerry cao - singapore management university (singapore) 
discussant: Wenxuan hou - university of edinburgh (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: Does geographic location Affect executive compensation? evidence from small and medium 
canadian Firms 
Authors:  
harjeet bhabra - concordia university (canada) 
ashrafee hossain - memorial university of newfoundland (canada) 
Presenter: harjeet bhabra - concordia university (canada) 
discussant: Walid saffar - The hong Kong Polytechnic university (hong Kong) 
 
Paper: An examination of european corporate governance convergence as a result of Harmonization 
Activities from the european union 
Authors:  
elisabetta basilico - university of Venice cà Foscari (italy) 
Guido max mantovani - university of Venice cà Foscari (italy) 
mattia mestroni - university of Venice cà Foscari (italy) 
Presenter: Guido max mantovani - university of Venice cà Foscari (italy) 
discussant: Peter ayunku - niger Delta university (niger) 
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SeSSIOn: 33 • islAmic FinAnce  
room: 2 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: mario di Filippo - banque de France (France) 
 
Paper: Financial literacy in a south African context 
Authors:  
roxanne Lorna andrew - university of Johannesburg (south africa) 
Gideon els - university of Johannesburg (south africa) 
Presenter: roxanne Lorna andrew - university of Johannesburg (south africa) 
discussant: maria Gerhardt - Ghent university (belgium) 
 
Paper: the role of Private credits to Finance Women’s self-employment : evidence from latin American 
integration Association 
Authors:  
basak Gul aktakas - cukurova university (Turkey) 
cemil serhat akin - mustafa Kemal university (Turkey) 
ipek Tekin - cukurova university (Turkey) 
okyay ucan - nigde university (Turkey) 
Presenter: cemil serhat akin - mustafa Kemal university (Turkey) 
discussant: maria moncaleano - universidade de los andes (colombia) 
 
Paper: same rules, Different enforcement: market Abuse in europe 
Authors:  
Douglas cumming - York university (canada) 
alexander Groh - emLYon business school (France) 
sofia Johan - York university (canada) 
Presenter: alexander Groh - emLYon business school (France) 
discussant: christian Wolff - university of Luxembourg (Luxembourg) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 34 • cAPm AnD PortFolio tHeory  
room: 3 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: robert Faff - university of Queensland (australia) 
 
Paper: evidence on size, Value and stock returns over crisis Periods 
Authors:  
aya nasreddine - université Paris ouest nanterre la Défense (France) 
souad Lajili Jarjir - iae Gustave eiffel (France) 
Presenter: aya nasreddine - université Paris ouest nanterre la Défense (France) 
discussant: Julian siri - universidad del cema (argentina) 
 
Paper: the cross-section of expected stock returns in Brazil 
Authors:  
Gyorgy Varga - Fce (brazil) 
Presenter: Gyorgy Varga - Fce (brazil) 
discussant: robert Faff - university of Queensland (australia) 
 
Paper: A note on How to compute unlevered Betas for Highly levered companies 
Authors:  
rodolfo oviedo - universidad austral (argentina) 
Javier García-sánchez - iae business school (argentina) 
Lorenzo Preve - iae business school (argentina) 
Virginia sarria-allende - iae business school (argentina) 
Presenter: rodolfo oviedo - universidad austral (argentina) 
discussant: alexandre alles rodrigues - neoma business school (France) 
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SeSSIOn: 35 • merger AnD Acquisition  
room: 4 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: Jo Danbolt - university of edinburgh (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: iFrs regulation and m&A synergy 
Authors:  
rita Yip - Lingnan university (hong Kong) 
Danqing Young - The chinese university of hong Kong (hong Kong) 
Zili Zhuang - The chinese university of hong Kong (hong Kong) 
Presenter: Zili Zhuang - The chinese university of hong Kong (hong Kong) 
discussant: randolph beatty - university of southern california (united states) 
 
Paper: Bidders and targets made for each other: credit ratings, growth opportunities and Acquisition 
returns 
Authors:  
nihat aktas - Whu otto beisheim school of management (Germany) 
nikolaos Karampatsas - university of surrey (united Kingdom) 
Dimitris Petmezas - surrey business school (united Kingdom) 
nickolaos Travlos - aLba Graduate business school (Greece) 
Presenter: nikolaos Karampatsas - university of surrey (united Kingdom) 
discussant: Luc Paugam - essec business school (France) 
 
Paper: correlations between the state ownership and the Profit margin, the Ability for mergers and Acqui-
sitions and the investment Willingness in the telecommunications industry 
Authors:  
Gergo szigeti - university of Pecs (hungary) 
Presenter: Gergo szigeti - university of Pecs (hungary) 
discussant: James Foye - university of Ljubljana (slovenia) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 36 • PortFolio mAnAgement AnD PerFormAnce eVAluAtion  
room: 5 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: onur arugaslan - Western michigan university (united states) 
 
Paper: extreme Daily returns and the cross-section of expected returns: evidence from Brazil 
Authors:  
Luis berggrun - universidad icesi (colombia) 
emilio cardona - universidad de los andes (colombia) 
edmundo Lizarzaburu - universidad esan (Peru) 
Presenter: Luis berggrun - universidad icesi (colombia) 
discussant: David nanigian - The american college (united states) 
 
Paper: return Forecast models and out-of-sample Portfolio optimization: evidence for industry Portfolios 
Authors:  
Wolfgang bessler - universtiy of Giessen (Germany) 
Dominik Wolff - Justus-Liebig-university Giessen (Germany) 
Presenter: Wolfgang bessler - universtiy of Giessen (Germany) 
discussant: Luis berggrun - universidad icesi (colombia) 
 
Paper: rethinking exposure to emerging markets: is it time to Dive Back 
Authors:  
aboubaker seddik meziani - montclair state university (united states) 
Presenter: aboubaker seddik meziani - montclair state university (united states) 
discussant: brice Dupoyet - Florida international university (united states) 
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SeSSIOn: 37 • smAll Business FinAnce  
room: 6 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: Vldaimir ivanov - united states sec (united states) 
 
Paper: Bank ownership structure and sme lending: evidence from local credit markets 
Authors:  
iftekhar hasan - Fordham university and bank of Finland (united states) 
Krzysztof Jackowicz - Kozminski university (Poland) 
oskar Kowalewski - institute of economics of the Polish academy of sciences (Poland) 
Jukasz Kozowski - Kozminski university (Poland) 
Presenter: Krzysztof Jackowicz - Kozminski university (Poland) 
discussant: basak Gul aktakas - cukurova university (Turkey) 
 
Paper: corporate governance, gender and cost of Debt in Argentinean smes 
Authors:  
Diego santoliquido - universidad nacional del sur (argentina) 
anahí briozzo - universidad nacional del sur - coniceT (argentina) 
Diana albanese - universidad nacional del su (argentina) 
Presenter: anahí briozzo - universidad nacional del sur - coniceT (argentina) 
discussant: Viviane mendonça - Fundação santo andré (brazil) 
 
Paper: evaluating the impact of credit guarantees in chilean Firms 
Authors:  
Luis opazo - chilean banking association (chile) 
roberto alvarez - university of chile (chile) 
Jose belmar - university of chile (chile) 
Presenter: Luis opazo - chilean banking association (chile) 
discussant: alexander borochkin - Lobachevsky state university (russia) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 38 • DiViDenD AnD PAyout Policy  
room: 7 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: alireza Tourani-rad - auT (new Zealand) 
 
Paper: is there a Premium for Firms that consistently increase Dividends? 
Authors:  
David michayluk - university of Technology of sydney (australia) 
Karyn neuhauser - Lamar university (united states) 
scott Walker - university of Technology of sydney (australia) 
Presenter: David michayluk - university of Technology of sydney (australia) 
discussant: hamza bahaji - Paris Dauphine university (France) 
 
Paper: is Business saving really none of our Business? 
Authors:  
eduardo cavallo - inter-american Development bank (united states) 
ricardo bebczuk - universidad nacional de la Plata (argentina) 
Presenter: eduardo cavallo - inter-american Development bank (united states) 
discussant: Vaneesha boney Dutra - university of Denver (united states) 
 
Paper: Dividends as a signaling Device and the Disappearing Dividend Puzzle 
Authors:  
Dmitry shapiro - unc charlotte (united states) 
anan Zhuang - unc charlotte (united states) 
Presenter: Dmitry shapiro - unc charlotte (united states) 
discussant: elisabete Vieira - universidade de aveiro (Portugal) 
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SeSSIOn: 39 • DePository institutions  
room: 8 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: Jacob bikker - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
 
 
Paper: Financial crisis and the supply of corporate credit 
Authors: 
J. santiago barraza - universidad nacional del centro de la Provincia de buenos aires & university of arkansas (argentina) 
Wayne Lee - university of arkansas (united states) 
Timothy Yeager - university of arkansas (united states) 
Presenter: J. santiago barraza - universidad nacional del centro de la Provincia de buenos aires & univer-
sity of arkansas (argentina) 
discussant: Zubairu Tajo abdallah - Kaduna state university (niger) 
 
Paper: reading russian tea leaves: Assessing the quality of Bank Financial statements with the Benford Distribution 
Authors:  
steve swidler - auburn university (united states) 
Denis Davydov - university of Vaasa (Finland) 
Presenter: steve swidler - auburn university (united states) 
discussant: aristeidis samitas - university of the aegean (Greece) 
 
Paper: A composite indicator of systemic stress (ciss) for colombia 
Authors:  
miguel angel morales mosquera - central bank of colombia (banco de la república) (colombia) 
Wilmar cabrera - central bank of colombia (colombia) 
Jorge Luis hurtado - central bank of colombia (colombia) 
Juan rojas bohorquez - central bank of colombia (colombia) 
Presenter: Juan rojas bohorquez - central bank of colombia (colombia) 
discussant: Jan sandoval suarez - universidad nacional de ingeniería (Peru) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 40 • oPtions  
room: 9 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: François Quittard-Pinon - emLYon business school (France) 
 
Paper: Determinants of implied Volatility slope of s&P 500 options 
Authors:  
burze Yasar - TeD university (Turkey) 
aslihan salih - bilkent university (Turkey) 
mustafa onan - Turkish industry and business association (Turkey) 
Presenter: burze Yasar - TeD university (Turkey) 
discussant: robert Daigler - Florida international university (united states) 
 
Paper: A new elementary geometric Approach to option Pricing Bounds in Discrete time models 
Authors:  
Yann braouezec - ieseG school of management (France) 
cyril Grunspan - Pôle universitaire Léonard de Vinci (France) 
Presenter: Yann braouezec - ieseG school of management (France) 
discussant: michele maio - uGly Duckling (netherlands) 
 
Paper: An Analytic Approximation of the implied risk-neutral Density of American multi-asset options 
Authors:  
Juan carlos arismendi Zambrano - university of brasilia (brazil) 
marcel Prokopczuk - Leibniz university hannover (Germany) 
Presenter: Juan carlos arismendi Zambrano - university of brasilia (brazil) 
discussant: stéphane Dang-nguyen - alef servizi spa (italy) 
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SeSSIOn: 41 • coFFee BreAK  
Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 10:30-11:00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 42 • BAnKing AnD FinAnciAl institutions  
room: 1 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: aristeidis samitas - university of the aegean (Greece) 
 
Paper: Dynamic Provisions in the context of the Financial crisis: empirical study of V4 countries 
Authors: 
svatopluk Kapounek - mendel university in brno (czech republic) 
Vlasta Kasparovska - mendel university in brno (czech republic) 
Presenter: svatopluk Kapounek - mendel university in brno (czech republic) 
discussant: Jacob bikker - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
 
Paper: Productive efficiency of Argentine Banks 
Authors:  
martín Leandro Dutto Giolongo - universidad nacional del Litoral (argentina) 
Patricia Guadalupe Gomila - universidad nacional del Litoral (argentina) 
carlos alberto beltrán - universidad nacional del Litoral (argentina) 
Presenter: martín Leandro Dutto Giolongo - universidad nacional del Litoral (argentina) 
discussant: hala elsaid - cairo university (egypt) 
 
Paper: What are the Key Determinants of nonperforming loans in cesee? 
Authors:  
Petr Jakubik - charles university in Prague (czech republic) 
Thomas reininger - oesterreichische nationalbank (austria) 
Presenter: Petr Jakubik - charles university in Prague (czech republic) 
discussant: Ghulame rubbaniy - Zayed university (united arab emirates) 
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SeSSIOn: 43 • corPorAte FinAnce  
room: 2 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: Kiridaran Kanagaretnam - York university (canada) 
 
Paper: Political turnover, ownership, and corporate investment 
Authors:  
Jerry cao - singapore management university (singapore) 
brandon Julio - London school of business (united Kingdom) 
Tiecheng Leng - singapore management university (singapore) 
sili Zhou - singapore management university (singapore) 
Presenter: Jerry cao - singapore management university (singapore) 
discussant: Keng-Yu ho - national Taiwan university (Taiwan) 
 
Paper: to Hoard or to share liquidity? trade credit in supply chains During industry recessions 
Authors:  
Jose Guedes - católica Lisbon school of business & economics (Portugal) 
Presenter: José Guedes - católica Lisbon school of business & economics (Portugal) 
discussant: Virginia sarria allende - iae business school (argentina) 
 
Paper: the effect of Women on corporate Decisions and Firm Performance: Female Directors vs. Female 
executives 
Authors:  
chinmoy Ghosh - university of connecticut (united states) 
Tacheva Petrova - università bocconi (italy) 
Yihong Xiao - university of connecticut (united states) 
Presenter: Tacheva Petrova - università bocconi (italy) 
discussant: shivaani mV - indian institute of Technology, Delhi (india) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 44 • corPorAte goVernAnce AnD Agency  
room: 3 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 11:00-13:00 
chair: David michayluk - university of Technology sydney (australia) 
 
Paper: corporate governance and the creation of the sec 
Authors:  
arevik avedian - harvard Law school (united states) 
henrik cronqvist - ceibs (china) 
marc Weidenmier - claremont mcKenna college (united states) 
Presenter: henrik cronqvist - ceibs (china) 
discussant: Don chance - Louisiana state university (united states) 
 
Paper: investment sensitivity to stock Prices, Accounting conservatism and Analyst coverage 
Authors:  
hmed marhfor - université du Québec en abitibi-Témiscamingue (canada) 
Presenter: ahmed marhfor - université du Québec en abitibi-Témiscamingue (canada) 
discussant: Zili Zhuang - The chinese university of hong Kong (hong Kong) 
 
Paper: Valuation effects of corporate social responsibility 
Authors:  
ali Fatemi - DePaul university (united states) 
iraj Fooladi - Dalhousie university (canada) 
hassan Tehranian - boston college (united states) 
Presenter: iraj Fooladi - Dalhousie university (canada) 
discussant: Ji-chai Lin - hong Kong Polytechnic university (hong Kong) 
 
Paper: Acquirer Performance When Founders remain in the Firm 
Authors:  
Yamin Xie - hanken school of economics (Finland) 
Presenter: Yamin Xie - hanken school of economics (Finland) 
discussant: Letenah ejigu Wale - university of south africa (south africa) 
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SeSSIOn: 45 • mArKet eFFiciency AnD AnomAlies 
room: 4 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: Thomas chiang - Drexel university (united states) 
 
Paper: A model of Price limits on individual stocks 
Authors:  
Yuchen Luo - suntrust bank (united states) 
J. Jimmy Yang - oregon state university (united states) 
Presenter: J. Jimmy Yang - oregon state university (united states) 
discussant: hungchih Li - national cheng Kung university (Taiwan) 
 
Paper: long - term co-movements Between stock indices, industrial Production and inflation of latina 
Amrican countries 
Authors:  
Walayet Khan - university of evansville (united states) 
mukesh chaudhry - indiana university of Pennsylvania (united states) 
Presenter: Walayet Khan - university of evansville (united states) 
discussant: herbert mayer - university of augsburg (Germany) 
 
Paper: international stock market returns and the response to economic Freedom and corruption indices 
Authors:  
David a. burnie - Western michigan university (united states) 
Presenter: David a. burnie - Western michigan university (united states) 
discussant: sebastian stöckl - university of Liechtenstein (Liechtenstein) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 46 • Foreign Direct inVestment  
room: 5 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: aboubaker seddik meziani - montclair state university (united states) 
 
Paper: the reconstruction of institutions in colombia: evidence from the last Decade 
Authors:  
alexander Guzman - cesa school of business (colombia) 
randall morck - university of alberta school of business (canada) 
Vikas mehrotra - university of alberta school of business (canada) 
maría-andrea Trujillo - cesa school of business (colombia) 
Presenter: alexander Guzman - cesa school of business (colombia) 
discussant: Jonathan Jona - university of melbourne (australia) 
 
Paper: geographic location, Foreign ownership, and cost of equity capital: evidence from Privatization 
Authors:  
narjess boubakri - american university of sharjah (united arab emirates) 
omrane Guedhami - university of south carolina (united states) 
Walid saffar - The hong Kong Polytechnic university (hong Kong) 
Presenter: Walid saffar - The hong Kong Polytechnic university (hong Kong) 
discussant: ipek Tekin - cukurova university (Turkey) 
 
Paper: Profitability of mining enterprises in Developed and Developing countries 
Authors:  
Jorge Torres-Zorrilla - Pontificia universidad católica del Perú (Peru) 
Presenter: Jorge Torres-Zorrilla - Pontificia universidad católica del Perú (Peru) 
discussant: osiris Parcero - uae university (united arab emirates) 
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SeSSIOn: 47 • Asset Pricing  
room: 6 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: Wilko bolt - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
 
Paper: Disappointment Aversion in Asset Allocation 
Authors:  
soosung hwang - sungkyunkwan university (south Korea) 
athanasios Pantelous - university of Liverpool (united Kingdom) 
Yuxin Xie - university of Liverpool (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: athanasios Pantelous - university of Liverpool (united Kingdom) 
discussant: bahattin buyuksahin - bank of canada (canada) 
 
Paper: time Variation of expected returns on reits implications for market integration and the Financial 
crisis 
Authors:  
Yuming Li - california state university (united states) 
Presenter: Yuming Li - california state university (united states) 
discussant: Duane stock - university of oklahoma (united states) 
 
Paper: time-Varying information quality and Asset Prices 
Authors:  
James Yae - university of houston (united states) 
Presenter: James Yae - university of houston (united states) 
discussant: abby Kim - u.s. securities and exchane commission (united states) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 48 • islAmic FinAnce  
room: 7 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: christodoulos stefanadis - university of Piraeus research center (Greece) 
 
Paper: investors Vis á Vis new Audit report – research in the republic of macedonia 
Authors:  
Zorica Lazarevska - university cyril and methodius (macedonia) 
aleksandra Paneva masin - halkbank (macedonia) 
maja stolevska - audit authority for audit of instrument for Pre-accession assistance (iPa) (macedonia) 
Presenter: Zorica Lazarevska - university cyril and methodius (macedonia) 
discussant: cemil serhat aKin - mustafa Kemal university (Turkey) 
 
Paper: commodity Futures Price under a co-integrated gibson-schwartz model 
Authors:  
Victoria Galano - ece Paris Graduate school of engineering (France) 
Jean-marc Le caillec - TeLecom bretagne (France) 
Yves rakotondratsimba - ece Paris Graduate school of engineering (France) 
Presenter: Yves rakotondratsimba - ece Paris Graduate school of engineering (France) 
discussant: Lorenz schneider - emLYon business school (France) 
 
Paper: turkey european union relations Within the context of the central Asian countries 
Authors:  
sadık rıdvan Karluk - Turgut ozal university (Turkey) 
Presenter: sadık rıdvan Karluk - Turgut ozal university (Turkey) 
discussant: ignacio esteban carballo - Pontificia universidad católica argentina (argentina) 
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SeSSIOn: 49 • risK mAnAgement  
room: 8 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: alexandre alles rodrigues - neoma business school (France) 
 
Paper: implied convexity in ViX Futures and its Properties 
Authors:  
brice Dupoyet - Florida international university (united states) 
robert Daigler - Florida international university (united states) 
Fernando Patterson - university of Texas - Pan american (united states) 
Presenter: brice Dupoyet - Florida international university (united states) 
discussant: Juan carlos arismendi Zambrano - university of brasilia (brazil) 
 
Paper: optimal risk Budgeting under a Finite investment Horizon 
Authors:  
marcos Lopez de Prado - Guggenheim Group (united states) 
ralph Vince - LsP Partners, LLc (united states) 
Qiji Zhu - Western michigan university (united states) 
Presenter: Qiji Zhu - Western michigan university (united states) 
discussant: Dionigi Gerace - university of Wollongong (australia) 
 
Paper: optimal margin levels under extreme Fluctuations in chinese gold Futures market 
Authors:  
Qiuyu chen - Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool university (china) 
Jang Woo Park - shanghai Futures exchange (china) 
Xiaoming Ding - Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool university (china) 
Presenter: Qiuyu chen - Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool university (china) 
discussant: stavros Zenios - university of cyprus (cyprus) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 50 • luncH  
Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 12:30-14:00 
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SeSSIOn: 51 • BAnKing AnD FinAnciAl institutions  
room: 1 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 14:00-15:30 
chair: Lenos Trigerogis - university of cyprus (cyprus) 
 
Paper: the relationship between income Diversification and Bank efficiency 
Authors:  
shuh-chyi Doong - national chung hsing university (Taiwan) 
anh Tuan Doan - Feng chia university (Taiwan) 
Kun-Li Lin - Feng chia university (Taiwan) 
Presenter: shuh-chyi Doong - national chung hsing university (Taiwan) 
discussant: Tim Yeager - university of arkansas (united states) 
 
Paper: Benefits of government Bank Debt guarantees: evidence from the Debt guarantee Program 
Authors:  
Jeffery black - university of oklahoma (united states) 
seth hoelscher - university of oklahoma (united states) 
Duane stock - university of oklahoma (united states) 
Presenter: Duane stock - university of oklahoma (united states) 
discussant: hui Li - university of Glasgow (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: Potential impact of the Basel iii Accord on the Demand for mortgages-the case of netherlands 
Authors:  
salmen ince - erasmus university rotterdam (netherlands) 
Ghulame rubbaniy - Zayed university (united arab emirates) 
ali murad syed - university of Dammam (saudi arabia) 
Presenter: Ghulame rubbaniy - Zayed university (united arab emirates) 
discussant: mario di Filippo - banque de France (France) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 52 • Asset Pricing  
room: 2 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 14:00-15:30 
chair: athanasios Pantelous - university of Liverpool (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: Value-At-risk Forecast using copulas: An empirical Approach in Brazilian stock market 
Authors:  
Guilherme ribeiro de macedo - universidade Federal do rio Grande do sul (brazil) 
Pedro Lutz ramos - universidade Federal do rio Grande do sul (brazil) 
igor alexandre clemente de morais - universidade do Vale do rio dos sinos (brazil) 
Portugal marcelo savino - universidade Federal do rio Grande do sul (brazil) 
Presenter: Guilherme ribeiro de macedo - universidade Federal do rio Grande do sul (brazil) 
discussant: arnold Polanski - university of east anglia (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: real options Valuation under uncertainty 
Authors:  
Federico Platania - university of Liege (belgium) 
manuel moreno - universidad de castilla la mancha (spain) 
marie Lambert - university of Liege (belgium) 
Presenter: Federico Platania - university of Liege (belgium) 
discussant: Jang schiltz - university of Luxembourg (Luxembourg) 
 
Paper: index options realized returns Distribution From Passive investment strategies 
Authors:  
Jose P. Dapena - universidad del cema (argentina) 
Julian siri - universidad del cema (argentina) 
Presenter: Julian siri - universidad del cema (argentina) 
discussant: Domingo Tarzia - coniceT & universidad austral (argentina) 
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SeSSIOn: 53 • corPorAte goVernAnce AnD Agency  
room: 3 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 14:00-15:30 
chair: Yenn-ru chen - national chengchi university (Taiwan) 
 
Paper: Financial constraints in Poland. the role of size and Political connections 
Authors:  
Pawel mielcarz - Kozminski university (Poland) 
Krzysztof Jackowicz - Kozminski university (Poland) 
Tukasz Kozowski - Kozminski university (Poland) 
Presenter: Pawel mielcarz - Kozminski university (Poland) 
discussant: Francois Toerien - university of cape Town (south africa) 
 
Paper: the impact of corporate governance on Financial Performance of islamic Banks: some interna-
tional evidence 
Authors:  
abdulrahman alshehri - King Khalid university (saudi arabia) 
Yusuf Karbhari - cardiff university (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: abdulrahman alshehri - King Khalid university (saudi arabia) 
discussant: Perihan iren - Zayed university (united arab emirates) 
 
Paper: the Problem of causality in corporate governance reserach 
Authors:  
Jimmy saravia - eaFiT university (colombia) 
silvia saravia-matus - cePaL (chile) 
Presenter: Jimmy saravia - eaFiT university (colombia) 
discussant: abdulrahman alshehri - King Khalid university (saudi arabia) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 54 • BeHAViorAl inVestments  
room: 4 Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 14:00-15:30 
chair: raj Dhankar - ansal university (india) 
 
Paper: understanding risk tolerance: the Proposal of a multinomial logit model 
Authors:  
Jéssica Pulino campara - universidade Federal de santa maria (brazil) 
Kelmara mendes Vieira - universidade Federal de santa maria (brazil) 
reisoli bender Filho - universidade Federal de santa maria (brazil) 
Daniel arruda coronel - universidade Federal de santa maria (brazil) 
Vanessa martins Valcanover - universidade Federal de santa maria (brazil) 
Presenter: Jéssica Pulino campara - universidade Federal de santa maria (brazil) 
discussant: Tarvo Vaarmets - Tallinn university of Technology (estonia) 
 
Paper: Business are Just Business? ethics in Action. 
Authors:  
alina Gómez mejía - Pontificia universidad Javeriana cali (colombia) 
Victor Pena - Pontificia universidad Javeriana cali (colombia) 
Presenter: alina Gómez mejía - Pontificia universidad Javeriana cali (colombia) 
discussant: ani caroline Grigion Potrich - Federal university of santa maria (brazil) 
 
Paper: Portfolio insurance Possibilities for loss-Averse investors 
Authors:  
rui Yao - university of missouri (united states) 
David nanigian - The american college and Penn state university (united states) 
michael Guillemette - university of missouri (united states) 
Presenter: David nanigian - The american college and Penn state university (united states) 
discussant: christopher browning - Texas Tech university (united states) 
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SeSSIOn: 55 • cAPitAl structure AnD cost oF cAPitAl  
room: 5 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 14:00-15:30 
chair: Takero Doi - Keio university (Japan) 
 
Paper: How do Firm characteristics Affect capital structure? indian smes evidence 
Authors:  
charu banga - Vivekanand education society institute of management studies and research (india) 
amitabh Gupta - university of Delhi (india) 
Presenter: amitabh Gupta - university of Delhi (india) 
discussant: anahí briozzo - universidad nacional del sur - coniceT (argentina) 
 
Paper: A new Perspective on the international evidence concerning the Book-Price effect 
Authors:  
James Foye - university of Ljubljana (slovenia) 
Dusan mramor - university of Ljubljana (slovenia) 
Presenter: James Foye - university of Ljubljana (slovenia) 
discussant: Julian benavides - universidad icesi (colombia) 
 
Paper: the influence of informational Asymmetry in the capital structure of Brazilian companies: An 
Analysis of Bovespa’s special segments 
Authors:  
Pamela amado Tristão - Federal university of santa maria (brazil) 
reisoli bender Filho - Federal university of santa maria (brazil) 
Presenter: Pamela amado Tristão - Federal university of santa maria (brazil) 
discussant: Guillermo Dumrauf - universidad del cema (argentina) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 56 • islAmic FinAnce  
room: 6 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 14:00-15:30 
chair: christian Wolff - university of Luxembourg (Luxembourg) 
 
Paper: cash management and Payment choices: A simulation model With international comparisons 
Authors:  
Lola hernandez - Dutch central bank/De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
martina eschelbach - Deutsche bundesbank/ central bank of Germany (Germany) 
David bounie - Telecom ParisTech (France) 
carlos arango - central bank of colombia (colombia) 
Yassine bouhdaoui - Telecom ParisTech (France) 
Presenter: Lola hernandez - Dutch central bank /De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
discussant: Teh chee Ghee - monash university malaysia (malaysia) 
 
Paper: Pitching research 
Authors:  
robert Faff - university of Queensland (australia) 
Presenter: robert Faff - university of Queensland (australia) 
discussant: Yves rakotondratsimba - ece Graduate school of engineering (France) 
 
Paper: islamic Finance and internationalisation trends: Prospects and challenges 
Authors:  
mohamad akram Laldin - international shariah research academy for islamic Finance (isra) (malaysia) 
hafas Furqani - international shariah research academy for islamic Finance (isra) (malaysia) 
Presenter: mohamad akram Laldin - international shariah research academy for islamic Finance (isra) (malaysia) 
discussant: Felix Fuders - universidad austral de chile (chile) 
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SeSSIOn: 57 • term structure AnD yielD curVe AnAlysis  
room: 7 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 14:00-15:30 
chair: bahattin buyuksahin - bank of canada (canada) 
 
Paper: conditional correlation modelling via lDl Decomposition and Kalman recursions 
Authors:  
Tomas cipra - charles university of Prague (czech republic) 
radek hendrych - charles university of Prague (czech republic) 
Presenter: Tomas cipra - charles university of Prague (czech republic) 
discussant: shubhasis Dey - indian institute of management Kozhiode (india) 
 
Paper: the Financial crisis and the macro-Determinants of corporate Bond credit spreads 
Authors:  
Joel barber - Florida international university (united states) 
Krishnan Dandipani - Florida international university (united states) 
ann marie hibbert - university of West Virginia (united states) 
ivelina Pavlova - university of houston - clear Lake (united states) 
Presenter: Joel barber - Florida international university (united states) 
discussant: abby Kim - u.s. securities and exchane commission (united states) 
 
Paper: the geometry of interest rate risk 
Authors:  
michele maio - ugly Duckling (netherlands) 
Jorrit-Jaap de Jong - ugly Duckling (netherlands) 
Presenter: michele maio - ugly Duckling (netherlands) 
discussant: Zorica Lazarevska - university cyril and methodius (madagascar) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 58 • corPorAte goVernAnce AnD Agency  
room: 8 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 14:00-15:30 
chair: iraj Fooladi - Dalhousie university (canada) 
 
Paper: optimal countrys Policy towards multinationals When local regions can choose Between Firm-
specific and non-Firm-specific Policies 
Authors:  
osiris Parcero - united arab emirates university (united arab emirates) 
Presenter: osiris Parcero - united arab emirates university (united arab emirates) 
discussant: ralph Vince - LsP indexes (united states) 
 
Paper: Dividends on unearned shares and corporate Payout Policy: An Analysis of Dividend equivalent 
rights 
Authors:  
Zi Jia - university of arkansas at Little rock (united states) 
Don chance - Louisiana state university (united states) 
Presenter: Don chance - Louisiana state university (united states) 
discussant: Dmitry shapiro - university of north carolina at charlotte (united states) 
 
Paper: information sharing Among Banks About Borrowers - What type Would they support? 
Authors:  
ivan major - mTa KrTK institute of economics (hungary) 
Presenter: ivan major - mTa KrTK institute of economics (hungary) 
discussant: elton eustáquio casagrande - são Paulo state university (brazil) 
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SeSSIOn: 59 • coFFee BreAK  
room: Coffee Break • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 15:30-16:00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 60 • islAmic FinAnce  
room: 1 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 16:00-17h30 
chair: ansgar belke - university of Duisburg-essen (Germany) 
 
Paper: culture and Property rights institutions 
Authors:  
christodoulos stefanadis - university of Piraeus research center (Greece) 
George Kanatas - rice university (united states) 
Presenter: christodoulos stefanadis - university of Piraeus research center (Greece) 
discussant: alexandre Garcia - FGV-Fundação Getúlio Vargas (brazil) 
 
Paper: can microfinance reduce economic insecurity and Poverty? By How much and How? 
Authors:  
nazrul islam - united nations (united states) 
Presenter: nazrul islam - united nations (united states) 
discussant: maria aristizabal-ramirez - universidad eaFiT (colombia) 
 
Paper: the Potential Demand for microcredit in Argentina 
Authors:  
ignacio esteban carballo - Pontificia universidad católica argentina (argentina) 
martín Grandes - Pontificia universidad católica argentina (argentina) 
Presenter: ignacio esteban carballo - Pontificia universidad católica argentina (argentina) 
discussant: robin chou - national chengchi university (Taiwan) 
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SeSSIOn: 61 • PortFolio mAnAgement AnD PerFormAnce eVAluAtion  
room: 2 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 16:00-17:30 
chair: Jang schiltz - university of Luxembourg (Luxembourg) 
 
Paper: understanding the Price momentum-reversal Phenomenon: insights from u.s. stock markets 
Authors:  
G. Geoff booth - michigan state university (united states) 
hung-Gay Fung - university of missouri-st. Louis (united states) 
Wai Kin Leung - university of nottingham ningbo (china) 
Presenter: hung-Gay Fung - university of missouri-st. Louis (united states) 
discussant: Vandana Gupta - university of Delhi (india) 
 
Paper: sufficient Diversification: How many shares are required on selected African stock exchanges? 
Authors:  
Francois Toerien - university of cape Town (south africa) 
brian Faure - university of cape Town (south africa) 
simon Lockhart-ross - university of cape Town (south africa) 
neil Pienaar - university of cape Town (south africa) 
Presenter: Francois Toerien - university of cape Town (south africa) 
discussant: Wolfgang Drobetz - universität hamburg (Germany) 
 
Paper: Detecting speculative Bubbles in the mexican stock market 
Authors:  
marcela sanchez - universidad de monterrey (mexico) 
Jorge alvarez - universidad de monterrey (mexico) 
margarita Kazakakou - universidad de monterrey (mexico) 
Presenter: marcela sanchez - universidad de monterrey (mexico) 
discussant: Viviana Fernandez - universidad adolfo ibáñez (chile) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 62 • BAnKing AnD FinAnciAl institutions  
room: 3 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 16:00-18:00 
chair: anya Kleymenova - university of chicago booth school of business (united states) 
 
Paper: credit rating changes and stock returns of us-listed Banks 
Authors:  
edward Jones - heriot-Watt university (united Kingdom) 
Quentin mulet-marquis - heriot-Watt university (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: edward Jones - heriot-Watt university (united Kingdom) 
discussant: shuh-chyi Doong - national chung hsing university (Taiwan) 
 
Paper: inflation Hedging in india 
Authors:  
shubhasis Dey - indian institute of management (india) 
Presenter: shubhasis Dey - indian institute of management (india) 
discussant: chen Qiuyu - Xi an Jiaotong - Liverpoll university (china) 
 
Paper: understanding money and the Financial crisis: the central Bank’s Dilemma, the inflation-Deflation 
Paradox and a new interpretation of the Kondratieff Waves 
Authors:  
Felix Fuders - universidad austral de chile (chile) 
cristian mondaca - universidad austral de chile (chile) 
mustapha azungah - universität Duisburg-essen / universidad austral de chile (Germany) 
Presenter: Felix Fuders - universidad austral de chile (chile) 
discussant: camille Paldi - Franco-american alliance for islamic Finance (united arab emirates) 
 
Paper: Banking crises & contagion: Why Worry About taxation, output and the cost of capital? 
Authors:  
aristeidis samitas - university of the aegean (Greece) 
stathis Polyzos - university of the aegean (Greece) 
nikolaos Konstantopoulos - university of the aegean (Greece) 
Presenter: aristeidis samitas - university of the aegean (Greece) 
discussant: Lenos Trigerogis - university of cyprus (cyprus) 
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SeSSIOn: 63 • Asset Pricing  
room: 4 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 16:00-17:30 
chair: stavros Zenios - university of cyprus (cyprus) 
 
Paper: Asset Pricing and energy consumption risk 
Authors:  
ashley Lim - The university of Western australia (australia) 
robert Faff - The university of Queensland (australia) 
Yihui Lan - The university of Western australia (australia) 
sirimon Treepongkaruna - The university of Western australia (australia) 
Presenter: robert Faff - The university of Queensland (australia) 
discussant: isabel casas - The university of southern Denmark (Denmark) 
 
Paper: international House Price cycles, monetary Policy and risk Premiums 
Authors:  
Gregory bauer - bank of canada (canada) 
Presenter: Gregory bauer - bank of canada (canada) 
discussant: Jakubik Petr - charles university in Prague (czech republic) 
 
Paper: systematic risk Behavior in cyclical industries: the case of shipping 
Authors:  
henning schroeder - university of hamburg (Germany) 
Wolfgang Drobetz - university of hamburg (Germany) 
christina menzel - university of hamburg (Germany) 
Presenter: henning schroeder - university of hamburg (Germany) 
discussant: Guido max mantovani - university of Venice cà Foscari (italy) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 64 • corPorAte FinAnce  
room: 5 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 16:00-18:00 
chair: Ji-chai Lin - hong Kong Polytechnic university (hong Kong) 
 
Paper: Financial constraints, r&D and the Value of cash Holdings 
Authors:  
Laurence booth - university of Toronto (canada) 
christos ntanamis - mount allison university (canada) 
jun Zhou - Dalhousie university (canada) 
Presenter: Laurence booth - university of Toronto (canada) 
discussant: Yannick Van Landuyt - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
 
Paper: Determinants of Funding sources of capital – A sectored Approach in Brazil 
Authors:  
marcos roberto alves souza - uberlandia Federal university (brazil) 
mario Kuniy - mackenzie Presbyterian university (brazil) 
Wilson Toshiro nakamura - mackenzie Presbyterian university (brazil) 
Presenter: mario Kuniy - mackenzie Presbyteriam university (brazil) 
discussant: eduardo cavallo - inter american Development bank (united states) 
 
Paper: the source of investment cash Flow sensitivity in manufacturing Firms: is it Asymmetric informa-
tion or Agency costs? 
Authors:  
Letenah ejigu Wale - university of south africa (south africa) 
Daniel makina - university of south africa (south africa) 
Presenter: Letenah ejigu Wale - university of south africa (south africa) 
discussant: Jimmy saravia - universidad eafit (colombia) 
 
Paper: managerial characteristics and corporate cash Policy 
Authors:  
Keng-Yu ho - national Taiwan university (Taiwan) 
chia-Wei Yeh - national Taiwan university (Taiwan) 
Presenter: Keng-Yu ho - national Taiwan university (Taiwan) 
discussant: ahmed marhfor - université du Québec (canada) 
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SeSSIOn: 65 • ricK meAsures AnD Asset Prices  
room: 6 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 16:00-17:30 
chair: arnold Polanski - university of east anglia (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: market risk exposure: evidence from cnX500 corporates 
Authors:  
shivaani mV - indian institute of Technology, Delhi (india) 
surendra s. Yadav - indian institute of Technology, Delhi (india) 
P.K. Jain - indian institute of Technology, Delhi (india) 
Presenter: shivaani mV - indian institute of Technology, Delhi (india) 
discussant: brenda Gonzalez-hermosillo - international monetary Fund (united states) 
 
Paper: transmission of Financial stress in europe: the Pivotal role of italy and spain, but not greece 
Authors:  
brenda Gonzalez-hermosillo – international monetary Fund (united states) 
christian Johnson - international monetary Fund (united states) 
Presenter: brenda Gonzalez-hermosillo - international monetary Fund (united states) 
discussant: Yilmaz Guney - university of hull (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: the effect of Dividend Policy, company size and Beta coefficient on stock return 
Authors:  
mervan aksu - mardin artuklu university (Turkey) 
Presenter: mervan aksu - mardin artuklu university (Turkey) 
discussant: Gergo szigeti - university of Pecs / T-systems (hungary) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 66 • corPorAte FinAnce ii  
room: 7 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 16:00-18:00 
chair: Wenxuan hou - university of edinburgh (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: All taste Valuation 
Authors:  
Julian benavides - universidad icesi (colombia) 
Presenter: Julian benavides - universidad icesi (colombia) 
discussant: Pawel mielcarz - Kozminski university (Poland) 
 
Paper: can saving cash from equity issuance mitigate the Agency Problem of excess cash Holdings? 
evidence from mergers and Acquisitions 
Authors:  
Yenn-ru chen - national chengchi university (Taiwan) 
Yu-Lin huang - national chengchi university (Taiwan) 
chia-hsiang Weng - hong Kong Polytechnic university (hong Kong) 
Presenter: Yenn-ru chen - national chengchi university (Taiwan) 
discussant: Jo Danbolt - university of edinburgh (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: Prestige without Purpose? reputation, Differentiation, and Pricing in u.s. equity underwriting 
Authors:  
chitru Fernando - university of oklahoma (united states) 
Vladimir Gatchev - university of central oklahoma (united states) 
anthony may - Wichita state university (united states) 
William megginson - university of oklahoma (united states) 
Presenter: William megginson - university of oklahoma (united states) 
discussant: Jerry cao - singapore management university (singapore) 
 
Paper: institutional monitoring, Political connection and the cost of Debt: some evidences from malaysia 
Authors:  
chwee ming Tee - monash university malaysia (malaysia) 
Ferdinand a. Gul - monash university malaysia (malaysia) 
Teh chee Ghee - monash university malaysia (malaysia) 
Yee boon Foo - monash university malaysia (malaysia) 
Presenter: Teh chee Ghee - monash university malaysia (malaysia) 
discussant: sabri boubaker - Groupe esc Troyes (France) 
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SeSSIOn: 67 • inVestments  
room: 8 • Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 16:00-17:30 
chair: Yu-chen Wei - national Kaohsiung First university of science and Technology (Taiwan) 
 
Paper: Dynamic trading strategies With Fleeting orders 
Authors:  
Dionigi Gerace - university of Wollongong (australia) 
hui Zheng - university of sydney (australia) 
Joakim Westerholm - university of sydney (australia) 
Tina Viljoen - university of sydney (australia) 
Presenter: Dionigi Gerace - university of Wollongong (australia) 
discussant: Jerry cao - singapore management university (singapore) 
 
Paper: the Boss Knows Best: Directors’ of research industry expertise and sell-side Analysts 
Authors:  
Daniel bradley - university south Florida (united states) 
sinan Gokkaya - ohio univerity (united states) 
Xi Liu - ohio university (united states) 
Presenter: Daniel bradley - university south Florida (united states) 
discussant: Jorge Torres-Zorrilla - Pontificia universidad católica del Perú (Peru) 
 
Paper: Do institutional traders Predict Bull and Bear markets? 
Authors:  
bahattin buyuksahin - bank of canada (canada) 
celso brunetti - board of Governors of the Federal reserve system (united states) 
Jeffrey harris - american university (united states) 
Presenter: bahattin buyuksahin - bank of canada (canada) 
discussant: Lawrence Kryzanowski - concordia university (canada) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
WELCOME RECEPTION - BUENOS AIRES STOCK ExChANGE 
Date: 2015-07-23 • time: 19:00 - 21:30 
 
cocktail reception 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
adress:  sarmiento 299, buenos aires.    
 
note: The event is free for all the authors and family.  
 
KeYnoTe sPeaKer: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prof. Jay r. ritter  
Joseph cordell eminent scholar  
university of Florida 
Ph.D. in economics and Finance from university of chicago 
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SeSSIOn: 68 • islAmic FinAnce  
room: 1 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: nils hakansson - university of california, berkeley (united states) 
 
Paper: investability and crisis: A case from malaysia 
Authors:  
Tolga omay - cankaya university (Turkey) 
Perihan iren - Zayed university (united arab emirates) 
Presenter: Perihan iren - Zayed university (united arab emirates) 
discussant: Thomas chiang - Drexel university (united states) 
 
Paper: euro at risk: the impact of member countries’ credit risk on the stability of the common currency 
Authors:  
christian Wolff - university of Luxembourg (Luxembourg) 
Presenter: christian Wolff - university of Luxembourg (Luxembourg) 
discussant: mohamad akram Laldin - international shari’ah research academy for islamic Finance (malaysia) 
 
Paper: the relevance of international spillovers and Asymmetric effects in the taylor rule 
Authors:  
ansgar belke - university of Duisburg-essen (Germany) 
Joscha beckmann - university Duisburg-essen (Germany) 
christian Dreger - DiW berlin (Germany) 
Presenter: ansgar belke - university of Duisburg-essen (Germany) 
discussant: michael Guillemette - university of missouri (united states) 
 
 _________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 69 • Asset Pricing  
room: 2 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: hungchih Li - national cheng Kung university (Taiwan) 
 
Paper: Detecting the great short squeeze on Volkswagen: regional Price Variation and limits to Arbitrage 
Authors:  
Keith Godfrey - The university of Western australia (australia) 
Presenter: Keith Godfrey - The university of Western australia (australia) 
discussant: onur arugaslan - Western michigan university (united states) 
 
Paper: institutional trading and Asset Pricing 
Authors:  
bart Frijns - auckland university of Technology (new Zealand) 
Thanh huynh - auckland university of Technology (new Zealand) 
alireza Tourani-rad - auckland university of Technology (new Zealand) 
Joakim Westerholm - university of sydney (australia) 
Presenter: alireza Tourani-rad - auckland university of Technology (new Zealand) 
discussant: hung-Gay Fung - university of missouri-st. Louis (united states) 
 
Paper: Portfolio turbulence and the Predictability of stock returns 
Authors:  
sebastian stöckl - university of Liechtenstein (Liechtenstein) 
Presenter: sebastian stöckl - university of Liechtenstein (Liechtenstein) 
discussant: mervan aksu - mardin artuklu university (Turkey) 
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SeSSIOn: 70 • BAnKing AnD FinAnciAl institutions  
room: 3 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: Felix Fuders - universidad austral de chile (chile) 
 
Paper: non-interest income Activities and Bank lending 
Authors:  
Pejman abedifar - university of st andrews (united Kingdom) 
Philip molyneux - bangor university (united Kingdom) 
amine Tarazi - université de Limoges (France) 
Presenter: amine Tarazi - université de Limoges (France) 
discussant: Wilko bolt - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
 
Paper: the Finance growth link: evidence from ethiopia and Kenya using gmm 
Authors:  
ashenafi Fanta - university of south africa (south africa) 
Daniel makina - university of south africa (south africa) 
Presenter: ashenafi Fanta - university of south africa (south africa) 
discussant: Krzysztof Jackowicz - Kozminski university (Poland) 
 
Paper: the impact of corporate governance on the Financial Performance of islamic Banks: some new 
international evidence 
Authors:  
abdulrahman alshehri - King Khalid university (saudi arabia) 
Presenter: abdulrahman alshehri - King Khalid university (saudi arabia) 
discussant: mario Kuniy - mackenzie Presbyteriam university (brazil) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 71 • corPorAte FinAnce  
room: 4 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: José Guedes - católica Lisbon school of business & economics (Portugal) 
 
Paper: the Wealth effects of stock certificate Dematerialization 
Authors:  
John Wingender - creighton university (united states) 
randy Jorgensen - creighton university (united states) 
Presenter: John Wingender - creighton university (united states) 
discussant: Wolfgang bessler - universtiy of Giessen (Germany) 
 
Paper: employee stock option implied risk Attitude under rank-Dependent expected utility 
Authors:  
hamza bahaji - university of Paris Dauphine (France) 
Jean-François casta - university of Paris Dauphine (France) 
Presenter: hamza bahaji - university of Paris Dauphine (France) 
discussant: François Quittard-Pinon - emLYon business school (France) 
 
Paper: the Burden of Attention: the impact of ceo Publicity on tax Avoidance 
Authors:  
rong Ding - university of Warwick (united Kingdom) 
Tinghua Duan - university of edinburgh (united Kingdom) 
Wenxuan hou - university of edinburgh (united Kingdom) 
John Zhang - university of edinburgh (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: Wenxuan hou - university of edinburgh (united Kingdom) 
discussant: Tacheva Petrova - università bocconi (italy) 
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SeSSIOn: 72 • corPorAte goVernAnce AnD Agency  
room: 5 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: amitabh Gupta - university of Delhi (india) 
 
Paper: stock Prices, investor short-termism, and innovation 
Authors:  
huong Le - Louisiana state university (united states) 
Ji-chai Lin - hong Kong Polytechnic university (hong Kong) 
Presenter: Ji-chai Lin - hong Kong Polytechnic university (hong Kong) 
discussant: Yenn-ru chen - national chengchi university (Taiwan) 
 
Paper: relationship Between Working capital managemnt and Profitibility in turkey industrial listed 
companies 
Authors:  
necdet saglam - anadolu university (Turkey) 
aziz Kagitci - selcuk university (Turkey) 
semih buyukipekci - selcuk university (Turkey) 
Presenter: necdet saglam - anadolu university (Turkey) 
discussant: edward Jones - heriot-Watt university (united Kingdom) 
 
Paper: the effect of government share ownership on corporate risk taking: An empirical Analysis 
Authors:  
md hamid uddin - university of sharjah (united arab emirates) 
Presenter: md hamid uddin - university of sharjah (united arab emirates) 
discussant: sadık rıdvan Karluk - Turgut ozal university (Turkey) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 73 • internAtionAl FinAnce  
room: 6 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: barbara ulloa - central bank of chile (chile) 
 
Paper: Autocorrelation in the global stochastic trend: Does it Help to Forecast market returns? 
Authors:  
anatoly Peresetsky - national research university – higher school of economics (russia) 
ruslan Yakubov - national research university – higher school of economics (russia) 
Presenter: anatoly Peresetsky - national research university – higher school of economics (russia) 
discussant: ricardo campos - Pontificia universidad catolica de Valparaiso (chile) 
 
Paper: Whence the Privatized Firm Dividend Premium? 
Authors:  
William megginson - university of oklahoma (united states) 
abhinav Goyal - university of Liverpool (united Kingdom) 
shrikant Jategaonkar - southern illinois university edwardsville (united states) 
cal muckley - university college Dublin (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: William megginson - university of oklahoma (united states) 
discussant: Pablo Fernandez - iese business school (spain) 
 
Paper: controversial industries Produce a Better esg Performance: evidence from emerging markets 
Authors:  
alexandre Garcia - FGV-Fundação Getúlio Vargas (brazil) 
Presenter: alexandre Garcia - FGV-Fundação Getúlio Vargas (brazil) 
discussant: Jose P. Dapena - universidad del cema (argentina) 
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SeSSIOn: 74 • VolAtility  
room: 7 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: Daniel bradley - university south Florida (united states) 
 
Paper: two shades of opacity: Hidden orders versus Dark trading 
Authors:  
Geoffrey Tombeur - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
hans Degryse - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
Gunther Wuyts - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
Presenter: Geoffrey Tombeur - Ku Leuven (belgium) 
discussant: Walayet Khan - university of evansville (united states) 
 
Paper: Forecasting excess returns in the Housing market with local cap rates 
Authors:  
Tristan-Pierre maury - eDhec business school (France) 
stéphane Gregoir – national institute of statistics and economic studies (France) 
Presenter: Tristan-Pierre maury - eDhec business school (France) 
discussant: Yuming Li - california state university, Fullerton (united states) 
 
Paper: Forecasting Volatility using nonparametric leverage 
Authors:  
isabel casas - The university of southern Denmark (Denmark) 
helena Veiga - university carlos iii (spain) 
Presenter: isabel casas - The university of southern Denmark (Denmark) 
discussant: huibrecht m. Van Der Poll - university of south africa (south africa) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 75 • inVestments  
room: 8 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 09:00-10:30 
chair: Jimmy Yang - oregon state university (united states) 
 
Paper: currency choices in Valuation: An Approach for emerging markets 
Authors:  
Guillermo Dumrauf - universidad del cema (argentina) 
Presenter: Guillermo Dumrauf - universidad del cema (argentina) 
discussant: Gregory bauer - bank of canada (canada) 
 
Paper: modeling severity risk under PD-lgD correlation 
Authors:  
chulwoo han - Durham university (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: chulwoo han - Durham university (united Kingdom) 
discussant: Guilherme macedo – universidade Federal rio Grande sul (brazil) 
 
Paper: corporate Default Analysis with Adjustment of industry effect and multivariate media measures 
Authors:  
Yu-chen Wei - national Kaohsiung First university of science and Technology (Taiwan) 
Yang-cheng Lu - ming chuan university (Taiwan) 
Yu-Jen chen - national Kaohsiung First university of science and Technology (Taiwan) 
Presenter: Yu-chen Wei - national Kaohsiung First university of science and Technology (Taiwan) 
discussant: Kiridaran Kanagaretnam - York university (canada) 
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SeSSIOn: 76 • coFFee BreAK  
room: Auditorium • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 10:30-11:00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 77 • corPorAte FinAnce  
room: 1 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 11:00-13:00 
chair: Guido max mantovani - university of Venice cà Foscari (italy) 
 
Paper: Facilitating a greener enviromnet through management Accounting 
Authors: 
huibrecht m. Van Der Poll - university of south africa (south africa) 
Presenter: huibrecht m. Van Der Poll - university of south africa (south africa) 
discussant: saad alnefaee - saudi eelctronic university (saudi arabia) 
 
Paper: information content of offer-Date revelations: A Fresh look at seasoned equity offerings 
Authors: 
Konan chan - national chengchi university (Taiwan) 
nandkumar nayar - Lehigh university (united states) 
ajai singh - Lehigh university (united states) 
Wen Yu - university of st. Thomas (united states) 
Presenter: ajai singh - Lehigh university (united states) 
discussant: Daniel makina - university of south africa (south africa) 
 
Paper: stock market re-segmentation and Forced segment transfer Decisions: An Analysis of iPos in 
germany 
Authors: 
Wolfgang bessler - universtiy of Giessen (Germany) 
colin schneck - Justus-Liebig university Gießen (Germany) 
Presenter: Wolfgang bessler - universtiy of Giessen (Germany) 
discussant: Jimmy Yang - oregon state university (united states) 
 
Paper: r&D management during initial Public offerings 
Authors: 
Tatiana Fedyk - university of san Francisco (united states) 
natalya Khimich - Drexel university (united states) 
Presenter: natalya Khimich - Drexel university (united states) 
discussant: Weidong Xu - K.u. Leuven (belgium) 
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SeSSIOn: 78 • islAmic FinAnce  
room: 2 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: mohamad akram Laldin - international shari’ah research academy for islamic Finance (malasia)  
 
Paper: Defence spending and economic growth in nigeria: is there Any relationship ? Vector error cor-
rection model (Vecm) Aproach 
Authors:  
Peter ayunku - niger Delta university (niger) 
Presenter: Peter ayunku - niger Delta university (niger) 
discussant: abdulrahman alshehri - King Khalid university (saudi arabia) 
 
Paper: the Persistence of real exchange rates in the central and eastern european countries 
Authors:  
ahmad Zubaidi baharumshah - universiti Putra malaysia (malaysia) 
siew-Voon soon - universiti Putra malaysia (malaysia) 
stilianos Fountas - university of macedonia (Greece) 
nurul sima md. shariff - universiti sains islam malaysia (malaysia) 
Presenter: stilianos Fountas - university of macedonia (Greece) 
discussant: ashenafi Fanta - university of south africa (south africa) 
 
Paper: Who Demands longevity insurance? 
Authors:  
michael Guillemette - university of missouri (united states) 
Terrance martin - university of Texas (united states) 
benjamin cummings - saint Joesph’s university (united states) 
russell James - Texas Tech university (united states) 
Presenter: michael Guillemette - university of missouri (united states) 
discussant: ahmed marhfor - université du Québec (canada) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 79 • BAnKing AnD FinAnciAl institutions  
room: 3 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: sean cleary - Queen´s university (canada)  
 
Paper: efficiency and competition in the Dutch non-life insurance industry: effects of the 2006 Health 
care reform 
Authors:  
Jacob bikker - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
adelina Popescu - utrecht university (netherlands) 
Presenter: Jacob bikker - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
discussant: anya Kleymenova - university of chicago booth school of business (united states) 
 
Paper: loan loss Accounting rules and Bank lending over the cycle: evidence from a global sample 
Authors:  
christian Domikowsky - Finance center muenster (Germany) 
Daniel Foos - Deutsche bundesbank (Germany) 
marcus Pramor - Deutsche bundesbank (Germany) 
Presenter: marcus Pramor - Deutsche bundesbank (Germany) 
discussant: martín Dutto Giolongo - universidad nacional del Litoral (argentina) 
 
Paper: on the Valuation of large systemic u.s. Banks 
Authors:  
George bertsatos - athens university of economics and business (Greece) 
Plutarchos sakellaris - athens university of economics and business (Greece) 
Presenter: Plutarchos sakellaris - athens university of economics and business (Greece) 
discussant: Takero Doi - Keio university (Japan) 
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SeSSIOn: 80 • mArKet eFFiciency AnD AnomAlies  
room: 4 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: Vaneesha boney Dutra - university of Denver (united states) 
 
Paper: investor sentiment, Attention and currency momentum Profitability 
Authors:  
Pawel maryniak - Wroclaw university of economics (Poland) 
Presenter: Pawel maryniak - Wroclaw university of economics (Poland) 
discussant: rodolfo oviedo - universidad austral (argentina) 
 
Paper: investor sentiment and Price Discovery: evidence from the Pricing Dynamics between the Futures 
and spot markets 
Authors:  
robin chou - national chengchi university (Taiwan) 
chu bin Lin - national chengchi university (Taiwan) 
George Wang - George mason university (united states) 
Presenter: robin chou - national chengchi university (Taiwan) 
discussant: burze Yasar - TeD university (Turkey) 
 
Paper: econometric modeling of Asymmetry of information (Bid-Ask), corporate governance quality and 
risk: evidence from an emerging market 
Authors:  
berta silva-Palavecinos - Pontificia universidad catolica de Valparaiso (chile) 
ricardo campos-espinoza - Pontificia universidad catolica de Valparaiso (chile) 
David cademartori-roso - Pontificia universidad catolica de Valparaiso (chile) 
hanns de la Fuente-mella - Pontificia universidad catolica de Valparaiso (chile) 
Presenter: ricardo campos-espinoza - Pontificia universidad catolica de Valparaiso (chile) 
discussant: Devrim Yaman - Western michigan university (united states) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 81 • smAll Business FinAnce  
room: 5 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: Dmitry shapiro - unc charlotte (united states) 
 
Paper: Financing sources: Benefits in use of Banking resources by investor clients 
Authors:  
Karen Teixeira de Lima - Fundação santo andré (brazil) 
Viviane da silva mendonça - Fundação santo andré (brazil) 
eduardo sérgio ulrich Pace - Fundação santo andré (brazil) 
Presenter: Karen Teixeira de Lima - Fundação santo andré (brazil) 
discussant: Luis opazo - chilean banking association (chile) 
 
Paper: earnings management in Public Family Firms under economic Adversity 
Authors:  
elisabete Vieira - university of aveiro, isca (Portugal) 
Presenter: elisabete Vieira - university of aveiro, isca (Portugal) 
discussant: alexander Guzman - cesa school of business (colombia) 
 
Paper: entrepreneurial optimism, credit Availability, and cost of Financing: evidence from u.s. small 
Businesses 
Authors:  
Vladimir ivanov - u.s. securities and exchange commission (united states) 
na Dai - sunY at albany (united states) 
rebel cole - DePaul university (united states) 
Presenter: Vladimir ivanov - u.s. securities and exchange commission (united states) 
discussant: Yu-chen Wei - national Kaohsiung First university of science and Technology (Taiwan) 
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SeSSIOn: 82 • Futures AnD ForWArDs  
room: 6 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: Lorenz schneider - emLYon business school (France) 
 
Paper: examining the relationship Between Hedge effectiveness, Price trend and time-to-maturity of 
equity Futures contracts: evidence From national stock exchange of india 
Authors:  
mandeep Kaur - Punjab Technical university (india) 
Kapil Gupta - Punjab Technical university (india) 
Presenter: Kapil Gupta - Punjab Technical university (india) 
discussant: Pedro Luiz milan - FGV - Fundação Getulio Vargas (brazil) 
 
Paper: A classroom experiment on Futures markets: the “telephone number Futures trading game” 
Authors:  
Damian Damianov - Durham university (united Kingdom) 
ekaterina Damianova - Durham business school (united Kingdom) 
Presenter: ekaterina Damianova - Durham business school (united Kingdom) 
discussant: steve swidler - auburn university (united states) 
 
Paper: natural experiments in Derivatives market 
Authors:  
Prabhakar r. Patil - securities and exchange board of india (india) 
sneha nautiyal - securities and exchange board of india (india) 
suvidha nagpal - securities and exchange board of india (india) 
Presenter: Prabhakar r. Patil - securities and exchange board of india (india) 
discussant: Federico Platania - university of Liege (belgium) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
SeSSIOn: 83 • corPorAte  FinAnce ii  
room: 7 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 11:00-12:30 
chair: Joel barber - Florida international university (united states) 
 
Paper: Properties of the Financial Break-even Point in a simple investment Project as a Function of the 
Discount rate 
Authors:  
Domingo a. Tarzia - coniceT & universidad austral (argentina) 
Presenter: Domingo a. Tarzia - coniceT & universidad austral (argentina) 
discussant: necdet saglam - anadolu university (Turkey) 
 
Paper: can Policies induce corporate investments? - A study of cost of capital 
Authors:  
David sun - Kainan university (Taiwan) 
Presenter: David sun - Kainan university (Taiwan) 
discussant: amitabh Gupta - university of Delhi (india) 
 
Paper: international Differences in the effect of csr on cost of equity: the role of corporate governance 
Authors:  
Wolfgang breuer - rWTh aachen university (Germany) 
David rosenbach - rWTh aachen university (Germany) 
astrid salzmann - rWTh aachen university (Germany) 
Presenter: astrid salzmann - rWTh aachen university (Germany) 
discussant: cs agnes cheng - The hong Kong Polytechnic university (hong Kong) 
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SeSSIOn: 84 • internAtionAl FinAnce  
room: 8 • Date: 2015-07-24 • time: 11:00-13:00 
chair: claudio morana - universtà di milano bicocca (italy) 
 
Paper: A microstructure Approach to gross Portfolio inflows: the case of chile 
Authors:  
barbara ulloa - central bank of chile (chile) 
carlos saavedra - central bank of chile (chile) 
carola moreno - central bank of chile (chile) 
Presenter: barbara ulloa - central bank of chile (chile) 
discussant: Juan rojas bohorquez - banco de la republica (colombia) 
 
Paper: labor market reforms and current Account imbalances: Beggar-thy-neighbour Policies in a 
currency union? 
Authors:  
Timo baas - university of Duisburg-essen (Germany) 
ansgar belke - university of Duisburg-essen (Germany) 
Presenter: Timo baas - university of Duisburg-essen (Germany) 
discussant: Leo de haan - De nederlandsche bank (netherlands) 
 
Paper: the great ratio and economic Fluctuation—A comparison Analysis among china, Japan and Korea 
Authors:  
Xiang Deng - sichuan university (china) 
Zixiang Zhu - southwest Jiaotong university (china) 
Presenter: Xiang Deng - sichuan university (china) 
discussant: nazrul islam - united nations (united states) 
 
Paper: government Debt versus economic growth: An empirical study of the greek market 
Authors:  
stella spilioti - athens university of economics and business (Greece) 
George Vamvoukas - athens university of economics and business (Greece) 
Presenter: stella spilioti - athens university of economics and business (Greece) 
discussant: William megginson - university of oklahoma (united states)
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DETAIL ACADEMIC PROGRAM
JULY 22 — 24, 2015

XX ⋅ Presenter | XX* ⋅ Discussant | XX** ⋅ chair
lAST nAMe fIrST nAMe AffIlIATIOn COUnTrY SeSSIOn
Abdallah Zubairu Tajo Kaduna State University Niger 24; 39*;

Abreu Margarida Iseg Portugal

Akin Cemil Serhat Mustafa Kemal University Turkey 33; 48*;

Aksu Mervan Mardin Artuklu University Turkey 65; 69*;

Aktakas Basak Gul Cukurova University Turkey 37*;

Aldohaiman Mohammed Saudi Electronic University Saudi Arabia

Alles rodrigues Alexandre NEOMA Business School France 3; 49**; 34*;

Alnefaee Saad Saudi Eelctronic University Saudi Arabia 77*;

Alshehri Abdulrahman King Khalid University Saudi Arabia 70; 53*; 53; 78*;

Andrew Roxanne University of Johannesburg South Africa 33; 14*;
Arismendi 
Zambrano

Juan Carlos University of Brasilia Brazil 40; 49*;

Aristizabal-
ramirez

Maria Universidad EAFIT Colombia 10; 60*;

Arugaslan Onur Western Michigan University United States 26; 36**; 69*;

Aydemir Resul Istanbul Technical University Turkey 27; 16*;

Ayunku Peter Niger Delta University Niger 78; 32*;

Baas Timo University of Duisburg-Essen Germany 84; 31*;

Bae Sung Bowling Green State University United States 27; 27*;

Bahaji hamza Paris Dauphine University France 71; 38*;

Barber Joel Florida International University United States 57; 83**; 31*;

Barraza Santiago UNICEN Argentina 39; 10*;

Bauer Gregory Bank of Canada Canada 63; 75*;

Beatty Randolph University of Southern California United States 13**; 35*; 13;

Belke Ansgar University of Duisburg-Essen Germany 68; 60**; 10*;

Benavides Julian Universidad Icesi Colombia 66; 55*;

Berggrun Luis Universidad Icesi Colombia 36; 36*;

Bessler Wolfgang Universtiy of Giessen Germany 36; 77; 71*;

Bhabra harjeet Concordia University Canada 32; 26**; 6*;

Bikker Jacob De Nederlandsche Bank Netherlands 79; 39**; 42*;

Blaser Paulo Blaser Consultoria Empresarial Ltda Brazil 5*;

Bolt Wilko De Nederlandsche Bank Netherlands 15; 47**; 70*;

Boney Dutra Vaneesha University of Denver United States 15; 80**; 38*;

Booth Laurence University of Toronto Canada 64; 20*;

Borochkin Alexander Lobachevsky State University Russia 5; 37*;

Boubaker Sabri Groupe ESC Troyes France 26; 66*;

Bradley Daniel University South Florida United States 67; 74**;

Braouezec Yann IESEG School of Management France 40; 31*;

Briozzo Anahí Universidad Nacional del Sur Argentina 37; 55*;

Browning Christopher Texas Tech University United States 10; 25**; 54*;

Burnie David A. Western Michigan University United States 45; 2**; 25*;

Buyuksahin Bahattin Bank of Canada Canada 67; 57**; 47*;

cai Mingchao Shanghai Jiaotong University China 30; 14**; 3*;

campara Jéssica Pulino Universidade Federal de Santa Maria Brazil 54; 14*;

campos Ricardo Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Valparaiso Chile 80; 73*;

cAo Jerry Singapore Management University Singapore
43; 67*;32; 20**; 
66*;

carballo Ignacio Esteban Pontificia Universidad Católica Argentina Argentina 60; 48*;
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DETAIL ACADEMIC PROGRAM
JULY 22 — 24, 2015

XX ⋅ Presenter | XX* ⋅ Discussant | XX** ⋅ chair
lAST nAMe fIrST nAMe AffIlIATIOn COUnTrY SeSSIOn
cardona Emilio Universidad de Los Andes Colombia

casagrande Elton Eustáquio São Paulo State University Brazil 5; 58*;

casas Isabel The University of Southern Denmark Denmark 74; 17**; 63*;

cavallo Eduardo Inter American Development Bank United States 38; 64*;

ceglowski Bartlomiej Kozminski University Poland

chance Don Louisiana State University United States 58; 44*;

chee ghee Teh Monash University Malaysia Malaysia 66; 56*;

chen Yenn-Ru National Chengchi University Taiwan 66; 53**; 72*;

cheng Charles Fang United Nations Industrial Dev. Organization Austria 23; 15*;

cheng CS Agnes hong Kong Polytechnic University hong Kong 83*;

chiang Thomas Drexel University United States 15; 45**; 68*;

choi Gongpil Korea Institute of Finance South Korea 4; 24**; 19*;

chou Robin National Chengchi University Taiwan 80; 60*;

cipra Tomas Charles University Czech Republic 57; 27**; 2*;
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Suipacha 384, Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires 
Tel: 00 54 11 4328-7750 
 
July 22 — time: 19h30 - 23h00
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